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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents the results of a study of a numerical 

technique for the solution of initial-boundary value problems of linear 

elastodynamics. The numerical method is based on a boundary integral 

equation (BIE) formulation of the mechanics of bodies of arbitrary shape. 

These integral equations are discretized and a time stepping technique 

is used to so1ve the resulting system of linear algebraic equations. 

The theoretical basis of the continuous problem and the general 

interpolation and discretization scheme are described in Chapter 1. 

The problem is then specialized to the two-dimensional case of 

antiplane strain and most subsequent calculations and discussions take 

place in this context. The performance of the numerical method 

depends entirely on the interpolation scheme used, and on the manner 

in which boundary shapes are approximated. 

The consequences of particular interpolation schemes for 

boundary value problems on a half-plane are discussed in Chapter 2. 

The results of several numerical calculations are compared with exact, 

or much more accurate solutions. This chapter also presents a compari

son of the performance of the numerical BIE method with the performance 

of other specialized numerical procedures which have been used 

previously for problems of this nature. The BIE method yields results 

which are as accurate, or more accurate than the other methods for 

given discretization parameters. 

The method is applied to basic boundary value problems for 

curved symmetric and nonsymmetric boundaries in Chapter 3. The 
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solutions obtained there are again compared to more accurate or exact 

solutions produced by independent methods. The general dependence of 

errors on discretization parameters is discussed. 

Chapter 4 gives the solution of a problem in which a Love wave 

propagates through a limited region of laterally varying structure. 

The time stepping nature of the BIE method makes feasible certain 

rearrangements of the numerical equations which yield a representation 

of the mechanical system in which the incident, unperturbed Love wave 

arises as an inhomogeneous term. Solution of this localized numerical 

equation then yields an intermediate variable, the change in the traction 

boundary value of the layered space surface, which is used to evaluate 

the scattered displacement wave. 

The performance characteristics and unusual properties of the 

time stepping BIE method are surrunarized in the Gen-eral Surrunary. The 

appendices deal with several subjects. Appendix A gives an evaluation 

of singular integrals arising in the general continuous integral 

equation formulation. Appendix B gives a body force equivalent of 

nonequilibrium static initial values. Appendix C discusses the con

vergence and stability of solutions obtained using a particular inter

polation scheme. Appendix D contains FORTRAN subroutines used in 

evaluating discrete kernels for the antiplane strain case. Appendix E 

gives the solution to a diffraction problem which is used to evaluate 

errors in a BIE solution of the same problem which is given in Chapter 3. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The increasing use of seismic wave modeling techniques for 

investigations of earth structure, seismic risk assessment, and 

mineral exploration has emphasized the inadequacies in currently 

available mathematical methods for dealing with wave propagation 

problems in irregular media . One area in which the need for new and 

more versatile tools is particularly pronounced is the situation in 

which waves encounter material irregularities of size approximately 

equal to the incident wavelengths. 

The well-developed finite difference and finite element methods 

provide a means of solving some of these problems. These techniques 

have the advantages that they are limited in accuracy only by the grid 

size used, they are not restricted to a narrow class of materials, 

and computer software already exists for general types of applications. 

They have some inherent limitations, in that it is not feasible to use 

them to model wave propagation over distances very large compared to 

the wavelengths of interest. This is due to limitations of computer 

size and speed, and the dispersive properties of the numerical 

schemes. There are also difficulties in the accurate representation 

of material boundaries (_cf. , Boore {_1970)) . 

Methods based on geometric ray theory are useful in cases 

where the wavelengths are fairly short (Hong (1978)). They are not 

applicable when the wavelengths are of the same size as the irregular 

body. There is also a considerable problem in the calculation of ray 

paths. Methods based on the Kirchhoff formulae (Berryhill (1979), 
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Scott and Helmberger (1980)) may give an improvement over ray methods 

for longer wavelengths. They have the fundamental limitation that 

unknown boundary values are estimated on the basis of analogy with 

ray theory, rather than by calculation. 

The numerical method presented here is intended to provide an 

alternative problem solving approach which is complementary to currently 

used analytic wave propagation theories. The propagation problems 

to which the method is applicable may, in a broad sense, be considered 

as scattering problems. This problem class includes the interaction 

of specified waves with a small number of localized irregularities. 

The waves may propagate in a homogeneous medium or they may propagate 

iR waveguides. The method is applicable over a broad range of periods. 

It is limited at the short period end of the seismic spectrum by 

economic considerations. 

The technique is based on a formulation in which the propagation 

properties of the medium are represented by Green's tensors, the 

responses of the medium to concentrated forces. As such, it is readily 

combined with analytic methods which use Green's solutions to evaluate 

waves emanating from sources in a regular structure. The numerical 

method discussed here falls naturally into the class of boundary 

integral equation (BIE) methods (Cruse and Rizzo (1975)). These 

techniques formulate the laws of motion of linear continua as multi

dimensional linear integral equations over the boundaries of continuous 

bodies. The kernels in these integral equations are Green's functions of 

the partial differential equations governing the motion of the medium 
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and they usually possess integrable singularities. The unknown and 

specified dynamic variables appearing in the integral equations are 

the natural boundary values for the problem considered. In the case 

of elastodynamics these are the boundary values of displacement 

and traction. 

The method considered here differs in a fundamental way from 

previous developments on this topic because of the nature the Green's 

function used. The integral equations are solved using a time 

stepping method, thus the kernels of the integral equations are 

solutions of hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations 

and possess propagating singularities. Previous BIE calculations have 

mainly involved equations with kernels which are Green's solutions for 

elliptic or parabolic partial differential equations, and the kernels 

are singular at only a single point. The presence of propagating 

singularities in the kernels has a significant effect on the overall 

structure of the method, particularly in the selection of interpolation 

schemes. It has been found that low order interpolation gives better 

numerical performance than high order interpolation. The opposite is 

true for kernels derived from parabolic or elliptic equations . This 

result may be understood by noting that low order interpolation in 

this case preserves the impulsive nature of the kernel, while still 

removin9 the singularities. It is necessary to average out the 

singularities of the kernels in some manner before any numerical 

calculations can be attempted. 
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Because the solution process is carried out in the time domain, 

the linear equations resulting from the discretization process have 

properties corresponding to the causality properties of the medium. 

For sufficiently short time steps the linear algebraic system may be 

solved by back-substitution. For any reasonable size of time step 

the bandwidth of the algebraic system is small. 

Because the mechanical system is described by boundary integral 

equations, the number of spatial coordinates to be dealt with in a 

problem is smaller by one than the number of spatial coordinates 

required to describe the boundaries of homogeneous subregions of the 

medium. This reduces the number of dynamic variables in the problem, 

as compared with finite difference and finite element methods. This 

reduction in size of the numerical problem is partly illusory because 

the BIE formulation of the problem is not localized in time and space, 

i.e. large portions of the total time history of each dynamic 

variable are used in each time step of the solution process. 

The time translation invariance of the governing system of 

differential equations appears in the analytic integral equation 

formulation. The integrals over time are of a convolution form. 

In the discretized equations these integrals become discrete convolutions 

and techniques developed for the manipulation and analysis of time 

series may sometimes be used to great advantage. If the medium 

possess spatial translation syrrmetries, discrete Fourier transform 

methods may also be applied spatially. 
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The simplicity of the solution method and the ability to 

economically manipulate the numerical operators make feasible extensive 

rearrangements of the discretized equations. By rearranging and 

partially solving the numerical equations one obtains the possibility 

of combining the numerical BIE technique with continuous analytic 

methods for problems involving localized irregularities. These 

rearrangements can generally be interpreted as the numerical calcu

lation of Green's functions for a composite medium with particular 

boundary conditions, with the additional specialization that source 

and receiver points lie only on a particular material boundary. 

An important disadvantage of the time domain BIE method is 

that it requires rather large amounts of computer storage for discrete 

kernels and dynamic variables. Some of the calculations described 

here required a megabyte or more of storage at some steps. This sort 

of calculation is most readily carried out on computers with large 

semiconductor memories and large amounts of virtual memory on disc. The 

BIE technique does not provide significantly improved accuracy, compared 

to finite difference or finite element methods. The rules of thumb 

applied to those methods are generally close to those which are 

applicable to the BIE method. It should be noted, however, that the 

techniques are fundamentally different in that the BIE method deals 

exclusively with boundary values as unknown quantities and thus 

comparisions of accuracy between BIE methods and volume gridding 

methods are not easily made. The strength of the method lies primarily 

in its simplicity and the ease of combination with analytic methods. 
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It can also be combined with the more general volume-gridding methods . 

No problems of this sort have been attempted here, but a few examples 

with BIEs corresponding to elliptic differential equations exist in 

the literature (cf., Zienkiewicz (1977), Chapter 23). 

Chapter 1 consists of a description of the general elasto

dynamic BIE for continuous variables and an introduction to the 

interpolation and discretization method for the antiplane strain 

case. Some general properties of the discrete system of equations 

are discussed there. Appendix A discusses the treatment of singular 

integrals in the analytic equations. Appendix B discusses modifications 

of the analytic formulae which are necessary for the use of nonequi

librium static initial values. 

Chapter 2 contains a detailed discussion of the motivation 

for the traction interpolator used here. The triction interpolator 

which has been found to give the best all around results is the 

simplest possible. It is piecewise constant in space and time. This 

chapter gives a quantitative evaluation of the errors encountered 

in the solution of displacement or traction boundary value problems 

on a half plane. It also contains a comparison of the performance 

of the BIE technique with other more specialized numerical methods 

of treating these problems. The stability of convergence of the 

method for these problems is discussed in Appendix C. 

Chapter 3 discusses the motivation behind the choice of 

displacement interpolators used here and has numerical examples which 

indicate the performance of the method for symmetric and nonsymmetric 
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curved boundaries . . A particularly important problem in this chapter 

involves the solution of a diffraction problem around a circular 

cavity. The analytic solution is nontrivial and it is discussed in 

detail in Appendix E. The successful numerical solution of the 

problem requires the accurate cancellation of disturbances which 

may be thought of as propagating acausally across the interior of the 

cavity. This problem is considered to be a sensitive test of the 

method. The errors due to poor approximation of boundary shapes are 

discussed here. It is shown that, while the errors may be large at 

sharp corners, accurate results may still be obtained along portions 

of the boundary which are well represented. · Possible improvements 

to the displacement interpolator are suggested on the basis of 

results from this chapter. 

Chapter 4 deals with a practical problem in seismology, the 

interaction of Love waves with a finite length step increase in the 

thickness of the surface layer. The relationship between the analytic 

mode theory of the guided wave and the analytic and numerical BIE 

representations of the medium is discussed in detail. The system of 

numerical BIEs is then rearranged into a form in which the incident 

Love wave, which develops in the uniformly layered portion of the 

medium, appears as a separate inhomogeneous term of a composite BIE. 

An analytically evaluated waveform is substituted for this term. The 

remaining steps to reach a solution are straightforward. This problem 

serves to illustrate the ease with which the BIE method can be 

integrated with available analytic methods for the solution of problems 
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to which neither is applicable alone. Methods for treating related 

lateral heterogeneity problems are suggested. 

A General Summary is included which gives a synopsis of the 

performance characteristics and unusual prooerties of the antiplane 

strain BIE technique. It also gives suggestions for extension of the 

method to other problems. 

This thesis has some important omissions. There is no attempt 

to treat here the general analytic theory of elastodynamic BIEs. 

Some of the theory of integral equations for time harmonic motions 

is given in textbooks on potential theory and integral equations. 

Kupradze (1963) gives proofs of the uniqueness and existence of 

solutions for integral equations closely related to the time harmonic 

elastic BIEs. It is assumed here that solutions to the time domain 

integral equations exist, are unique and are exactly equivalent to 

solutions which can be obtained from partial differential equation 

formulations. There is no evidence to the contrary of which the 

author is aware. 

A more important omission is the complete absence of truly 

elastic numerical calculations. All numerical examples given deal 

with two-dimensional SH, or antiolane strain, motions. Since mode 

conversions between dilatational and shear waves occur only at 

material boundaries in piecewise homogeneous media, the requirements 

of accuracy of the numerical method may be greater for the general 

elastic case than the interpolation method presented here can satisfy. 
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No mixed-type boundary value problems are discussed here. The 

time domain BIE method is particularly well suited for the solution 

of fracture propagation problems. A number of numerical experiments 

in this area have been carried out for mode III cracks and the 

ability of the technique to mimic analytic solutions to representative 

problems has been partially verified. 
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Chapter l 

THE BI E FORMALISM 

l. Introduction 

Many of the boundary value problems in geophysics and engineer

ing involve bodies whose geometries preclude the construction of 

analytical solutions. In such cases it is often necessary to resort to 

numerical techniques. The most commonly used numerical methods, finite 

differences and finite elements, require a computational grid which 

fills the solution domain and is fine enough to resolve the features of 

interest in the solution. Large domains place strong constraints on 

the resolution of solutions which may be achieved in practice. 

f•1any problems of interest involve the solution of a system of 

linear partial differential equations for which a surface integral 

representation exists. In this form the solution at an interior point 

of a homogeneous body is written as a quadrature of the physically rele

vant boundary values, initial values, and interior sources with a 

singular solution of the system of differential equations. In general, 

the boundary values will not all be known, and unless the singular solu

tion used coincides with the Green's tensor for the problem, such an 

integral representation is merely another statement of the problem. 

Through a limiting process these integral representations may be 

converted into integral equations involving only the boundary values, 

initial values, and interior sources. This integral equation form is an 

equally valid statement of the problem and has the advantage that the 

only unknown quantities are boundary values, since the interior sources 
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and initial values are usually specified. The boundary value problem 

is formulated directly in terms of boundary values and the solution at 

interior points need not be considered, although it may be evaluated at 

these points directly from the integral representation, once the bound

ary integral equations (BIE) have been solved. In many geophysical 

modeling problems this is not necessary, since physical observations 

are often confined to boundaries. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a formalism for the 

reduction of the BIE for linear elastodynamics to algebraic relations 

among the boundary values at a finite set of space and time points. 

These algebraic relations can then be used in a time stepping algorithm 

to obtain approximate solutions for any boundary value-initial value 

problem involving the elastic body for which they were formulated. 

The advantages of the BIE method lie primarily in the reduction 

of the number of spatial dimensions of the problem by one and by formu

lating the problem directly in terms of the boundary values. Since one 

discretizes only the boundary of the body, the number of unknown variables 

in the numerical problem is appropriately reduced and the problem of 

creating acceptable space filling three-dimensional grids is eliminated. 

In addition, an infinite homogeneous exterior domain may be included 

through a BIE on its interior surface; this is a "transparent" boundary 

condition. Infinite boundaries must still be truncated unless suitably 

vanishing Green's tensors are available. 

Numerical BIE methods have been successfully applied to problems 

resulting from elliptic and parabolic type partial differential equa-
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tions. These applications include problems from elastostatics, time 

hannonic elastodynamics, elastoplasticity, heat flow, electromagnetic 

scattering, and others. A representative collection of papers may be 

found in Cruse and Rizzo (1975). The BIE approach is generally found 

to be competitive with volume gridding methods for problems to which 

both are applicable. A few problems arising from hyperbolic differen

tial equations have also been treated. Das (1976) and Das and Aki 

(1977) solve an elastodynamic BIE on a line in two-dimensional fracture 

dynamics problems. Mitzner (1967) and Friedman and Shaw (1962) treat 

two-dimensional problems with special boundary conditions. These studies 

use a time stepping approach, but do not consider a sufficiently general 

problem to be widely useful. Transient elastic wave propagation problems 

have been treated by Cruse (1968), solving elliptic BIE problems in the 

Laplace transform domain and inverting the Laplace transfonn to obtain 

time domain solutions. This approach does not take advantage of the 

causal properties of the time dependent Green's tensors and requires 

the solution of a full matrix equation for each value of the transform 

variable. The time domain approach taken here permits the development 

of an explicit stepping scheme and hence greater economy in the calcu

lation of numerical solutions. 

The remainder of this chapter consists of two sections. The 

second section contains a derivative of the time dependent displacement 

BIE for elastodynamics. In the third section a discretization scheme 

for the BIE is developed in the context of interpolation functions, and 

general features desired in an interpolation scheme are discussed for 

the antiplane strain case. 
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2. Analytic Boundary Integral Equations 

The equations of motion of isotropic linearized elasticity are: 

a .. 
1J 

( l. l ) 

( l. 2) 

Here 11. andµ are the Lame constants, p is the density, and oij are the 

Cartesian stress components. 6 .. is the Kronecker delta,, and summation 
lJ 

over repeated indices is assumed unless otherwise indicated. f is the 

body force density, and uk, £ = a/ax£ uk. 

Consider the motion of a homogeneous body B with interior B' 

and piecevlise Liapunov boundary 3B (e.g., Kupradze, 1963, p. 86) with 

normal n for times t 2_ 0. The body forces ..f.,and initial values ~(.!::_,t) 

and a;a t ~(.!::_,t) at t = 0 are specified for r EB. In addition, 

there will be conditions \vhich the boundary values ~(.!::_,t) and 

!_(.!'.:_,t) = g •n at.!'.:. E aB must satisfy. (For a well-posed problem these 

conditions will not specify~ and!. completely.) 

A fundamental solution 

defined by 

G .. ( r, t; r , t
0

) 
lJ - --0 

of equation (l. l) is 

a2 
P "' t 2 G,.J· = c,.pqs G . + 6 •• 6(t-t )6(r-r ) o qJ ,sopo lJ o - --o 

0 

( l. 3) 

for r, r EB', where f denotes differentiation with respect to the s-
- --0 s , 0 

component of .!::.o• the source coordinate. §, also has the causality property 
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and the time translation property 

G
1
.J.(r,t+t1;r ,t +t1) = G . . (r,t;r ,t) 

- --{) 0 lJ---{) 0 

where a:= (( H 2µ)/p)112 and S = (µ/ p)112 are the compressional and 

shear wave velocities, respectively. 

( l. 3a) 

( l. 3b) 

From equations (1. l) and (1.3) one may obtain (see e.g., de Hoop, 

1958 or Archambeau and Minster, 1977. Wheeler and Sternberg, 1968, 

give a precise treatment.) 
00 

00 

a a {G·-u(r t )-u • -G} = at - --o' o - at = 
0 0 

+ f f G•f(r ,t )dV dt 
=---{) 0 0 0 

t =OB 
0 

t =O 
0 

( l. 4) 

for r £ B1
• If r¢B, the left-hand side of equation (l.4) is zero. Here, 

.D..(!:o) and dS
0 

are the outward normal and surface elements of aB at .!:o• 

dV
0 

is the volume element, and Kijk = CijrsGrk,s is the stress field 

associated with§. u • ~ • .D.. = uiKijknjek. 

The second integral in equation (1.4) contains the influence of 

initial values and the third gives the effect of body forces acting in 

B'. These two integrals are assumed to be known, and will henceforth be 

represented by the vector f.(r,t), which can often be interpreted as an 
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"infinite space" solution to the body force-initial value problem. A 

brief discussion of analytic methods for simplifying initial value prob

lems is given in Appendix B. The first integral contains the effect of 

the boundary values~ and land is of primary interest here, since the 

boundary values will be regarded as the basic unknown quantities in the 

problem; if they were known, the displacement at a point ..!:_E B1 could be 

calculated directly from equation (1.4). 

If r ➔ clB in equation (1.4), one obtains an integral equation 

over clB and t > 0 involving only the boundary values~ and land the 

known vector F. In doing this there is a difficulty arising from the 

singularities of§ as .!:_--t-.r:6 . Before evaluating the contribution of the 

singularities to the surface integrals, it is necessary to become more 

specific about the choice of G. 

Up to this point the only restrictions placed on§ are those pro

vided by equations (1.3, 1.3a, and 1.3b) which apply in B1
• These con

ditions are insufficient to uniquely specify§ in B, although equation 

(1.4) holds for any tensor satisfying them. In particular, they are in

sufficient to uniquely specify the singularities of_§_ as r ➔ r for 
- - -0 

r E clB, since they do not exclude solutions of equation (1.3) which con
---o 
tain image sources outside B. In the numerical examples to follov,, the 

infinite space Green's tensor is used for G, so the BIE derived here 

will use that tensor. This choice is arbitrary and for some problems 

it may be advantageous to use other tensors. For example, Das and Aki 

(1977) use a half-plane Green's tensor, and their BIE is of a slightly 

different form from that obtained her=. 
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where 
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The infinite space Green's tensor is (Hheeler and Sternberg, 

1/S 
r3y.y. o. ·J I 

4np Gij(.!:_,t;..!:o,O) = l :/ - ~J po (t-py)dp 

l / a 

y .y. l l 
+ _,_J [- o(t-y/a ) - - o(t-y/S)] 

3 2 s2 y a 

0 .. 
+ 

1
~ o (t-y/S) 

ys 

y. = x . - x .• y = l.z.l . , , 0 , 

The associated stress field is 

4nK. ' k = 4nC.. G k 1J 1Jrs r ,s
0 

y.y.yk 3 
+ 2 , J [ cS (t-y/s ) - (~) 6(t-y/a )] 

Y4S a 

( l. 4a) 

( l.4b) 
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As y-+O, £ and JS, become infinite and asymptotically behave like 

sums of functions of the form y-n( 8\)m cS(t), with n=2,l,0,-l··· and 

m=0,1,2···. 

We will evaluate the contributions of the singularities in equa

tion (l.4) as .!:.-+.!:.1 E clB by isolating the singularity and replacing the 

full integrals over 8B by their principal values. Let C(.!:.
1

,E) be a 

cylinder of radius E centered on .!:.i with generator parallel to ~(.!:.1) 

(see Figure l.la). The intersection of clB with C(.!:.
1

,E) is a disc about 

.!:.i denoted by S(.!:.1,E). The first term of the surface integral in equa

tion (1.4) may be written as the sum of an integral over S(.!:.1 ,£:) and an 

integral over the remainder of 8B: 

l i m L T ( r , t ) • G ( r , t ; r , t ) dS j--o O =- -0 0 0 
.!::_-+.r:_, E cl B cl B 

T • G dS 
O 

+ J 2. • §, dS 
0

} 

8B-S(.!:_
1 

,E) 

and likev1ise for the displacement integral. As E-+ 0, the second inte

gral on the right becomes a principal value and the first gives the con

tribution of the singularity. The singular parts of the integrals are 

then the ordered limits 

00 

s2..cc, ,t) 

( l. 5) 
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B' 

(a) 

( b) 

, (z, R, 8) 

y 

Figure 1.1. (a) A homogeneous elastic body B with surface B. The 
cap S(r . , £) contains the singular part of a surface integral and is 
descri6ed in the local coordinate system (b) . 



lim lim 
e:-rO .!:::+..Cl 

• n(r )dS dt 
- -0 0 0 

19 
(X) 

It is shown in Appendix A that 

( 1. 6) 

if as is sufficiently smooth at _c
1

, and u and T also satisfy smoot:mess 

conditions at .!:.i· Hence, the BIE is 

l - u(r,t) = 2--

(X) 

I 
t =O 

0 

( 1. 7) 

fort 2. 0, r e: aB, where g and tare the infinite space Green's tensor 

and its associated stress field. It might be noted that this equation 

is also valid for any tensor whose singulariti es are the same as those 

treated in as here, and which satisfies equations (l.3), (l.3a), and 

(1.3b) in the interior B'. 

Two-dimensional problems may be considered as a special case of 

equation (1.7) by carrying out the integration on the right side of 

equation (1 . 7) over the translation axis. The two-dimensional BIE is 

of the same form and, in particular, the effect of the singularity in 

modifying the form of the equation is exactly the same. 
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In general, one will wish to solve equation (1. 7) for u or T, - -

or both subject to some constraint, for .!:_E as and t > 0. For example, 

if S is to be in contact with another medium, the boundary conditions 

of continuous tractions and displacements across as might be applied 

and the equations of motion of the contacting medium provide a con

straint on~ and ..l in equation (1.7). For a piecewise homogeneous linear 

elastic region one may obtain a set of coupled equations like equation 

(l.7) over the various boundaries of the medium. The coupling of the 

equations takes place at common boundaries of the homogeneous subregions. 

For mixed type boundary value problems in which some components of~ 

and/or ..l are explicitly given at each point of as, equation (l. 7) would 

be solved for the unknown components at each point: 

3. Numerical Approximation of the SIE 

We nov1 wish to approximate the BIE (l. 7) for .!:_E as, t E [O,T] 

by a finite system of algebraic equations amenable to solution by digi

tal computers. This will be done by restricting the set of functions 

admitted as approximate solutions of equation (l. 7) to superpositions 

from a finite set of functions and by applying equation (l.7) at only a 

finite number of points sufficient to yield a solution for the expansion 

coefficients. 

The development in this section will be specialized to the two

dimensional case of antiplane strain which is simpler because only one 

component each of displacement and traction is nonzero. The generaliza

tion of this fonnalism to the plane strain and three-dimensional cases 

is straightforward. For the antiplane strain case: 
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011 = 022 = 033 = 012 = 0 

u 3 = u ( x 
1 

, x2 , t ) 

Equations (l. l) and (1.2) then reduce to 

a2 
P a t 2 u = µ ( u ' l ,+ u '2 2 ) + f ( x l ' x2 't ) 

The infinite space Green's function is 

l H(t-t - y/S) 
G(r,t;r ,t) = -2- 2 o 2 2 1/2 

- -0 O 7T)J [ ( t- t ) - Y / S ] 
0 

H(t) is the Heaviside function, S is the shear velocity, and 

The SIE is now on a curve as in the x1-x2 plane: 

CX) 

(l. 8) 

( l. 8a) 

} u(.!:_,t) = f Pf [GT(.!:.o,t
0

) - uf • !!_] dS
0
dt

0 
+ F(.!:_,t) (l.9) 

t =O as 
0 

Let as*= {r., j=l,···,J}s as be a discrete set of points 
-J 

(nodes) and let TN= {tn; tn =n6t, n=l ,···,N} be a set of equally 

spaced times with tN = T. The approximations of displacements and trac

tions on as are, respectively, u*(.!:_,t) and T*(.!:_,t). A convenient and 

intuitively useful way of representing u* and T* is through interpola

tion functions: 
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u * (.!:_, t) = I I U~(r,t) n u. 
j n J - J 

(1.10) 

T*(.!:_,t) I I Tj (.!:_, t) 
n = T, 

j n J 
(1.11) 

where n n are the expansion coefficients. uj and T, 
J 

(The indices j and n in 

this section refer to nodes and times, and not to Cartesian components 

as in the previous section.) The expansion coefficients are intended to 

represent the boundary va 1 ues th rough the con di ti ons 

u~ ( r. , t ) = o .. o 
J -, m lJ mn 

T~(r.,t) = o .. o 
J -1 m 1 J mn 

* * for every .!:.i E cl B , tm E TN Then 

u*(r.,t) -, m 
m = u. 
1 

m = 1. 
1 

(l.lla) 

(l.llb) 

Substitution of u* and T* for u and Tin equation (1 . 9) for each 

.!:.j E ci s* and tn ET~ yields a system of algebraic equations: 

where 

N J n u . = 
J I I 

m= 1 j= 1 

j=l,·· · ,J 

(X) 

DG~~ = 2 J 
Jl 

t =O 
0 

{ DG~~ T~ - DK~~ u~} + 2F(r.,t ) 
Jl 1 Jl 1 -J n (1.12) 

n=l, · ··,N 

p J G ( r . , t ; r , t
0 

) Tm,. ( r , t ) dS d t
0 -J n --o --o o o 

(1.13) 

clB 
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co 

(1.14) 

In general, there will be J equations (1.12) and J boundary con

ditions for each time level n. The system of equations (1.12) will be 

solved by time stepping, i.e., setn=l, solve for the unknown 

coefficients in (1.12), then set n=2,···. The nature of the algebraic 

system to be solved at each time step will be determined by the type of 

boundary condition used and by the interpolation scheme used. In par

ticular, as will be seen, the overall scheme may be made implicit or 

explicit, depending on the type of interpolation and computational grid 

used. 

At first sight it might appear that there are N2/ discrete 
nm nm kernels DG .. and DK .. to be calculated. However, if the interpolation 
Jl Jl 

functions are assigned time translation properties similar to those of 

the Green's function, the number of discrete kernels required is Ni 

in all cases. Suppose that 

T~(r,t) = Tm+
1
. £(.!:_,t+tlit) 

1 -

Then from property (3b) of the Green's function one easily obtains 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 
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Hereafter the upper (time) indices of DGj~ will be written unambigu

ously as DG~:m and likewise for DK~:m. The causality properties of the 
Jl Jl 

Green ' s function also causes some of the discrete kernels to be zero; 

if it is required that 

Uj(_~,t) = 0 t < t - p6t or I r-r -I > a n - -J 

T~ ( r , t) = 0 t < t - qtit or I r-r -I > b (1.17) 
J - n --J 

the discrete kernels will also be causal. Under these circumstances the 

interpolator U~ does not transmit information about the motion at (r . ,t ) 
J -J n 

to points lying outside a semi-infinite spacetime cylinder of radius 11 a 11 

centered on r . with generator parallel to the time axis and extending 
-J 

n from t = 00 tot= tn -p.6t. Tj is similarly causal. Then since 

G(r,t;r ,t) = 0 for S(t-t
0

) < lr-r I one obtains the analogous rela-
- ---0 0 - ---0 

tions 

DK~:m = 
Jl 

DG~:m = 
J, 

0 

0 

n - m - p < ( I r . - r . I + a ) / S.6 t -, -J 

n - m - q < ( I r . - r -I + b ) / S.6 t -, -J (1.18) 

Relations such as equation (1.17) can thus be used to make the scheme 

implicit or explicit. For the three-dimensional case a similar result 

is obtained from the causality condition, equation (1.3a). If an in

finite space three-dimensional Green's tensor is used, there is the 

possibility of an additional relation corresponding to quiescence after 

passage of the shear wave. 
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The properties represented by equations (1.16) and (1.18) are 

discrete analogs of the properties of the analytic Green's function. The 

spatial translation-rotation symmetries of the free space Green's func

tion are not usually present in the discrete versions because the node 

numbering scherre will not in general correspond to uniform increments of 

distance, and because of the surface orientation involved in the inte

grals of equations (1. 13) and (1. 14). Exceptions to this exist, for 

example, in uniformly gridded planes and cylinders. In such cases the 

spatial symmetries of the discrete kernels permit the use of techniques 

associated with the discrete Fourier transform in carrying out algebraic 

manipulations. 

The problem of creating an accurate method of solving antiplane 

elasticity problems is now reduced to the problem of selecting interpola

tion functions that cause solutions of equation (1.12) to represent ac

curately the motion of the body. 

The process of selecting the interpolators Uj and Tj will be 

carried out in t1vo stages. First, interpolation schemes for the traction 

will be discussed in Chapter 2. The results of this development will 

then be used to select an interpolator for the displacement in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2 

ANTIPLANE STRAIN TRACTION INTERPOLATION 

1. Introduction 

In this chapter the problem of discretizing the antiplane strain 

BIE (1.9) is considered for the case of a half plane. Let B be the 

region x2 ~ 0. aB is then the line x2 = 0 and the analytic and discrete 

BIEs are, respectively, 

n u. = 
J 

= ;" l t 
t =Q X =-co 

H((t-t
0

) - 1x1 -x
0

1)/s 

[(t- t
0

)
2 - (x

1 
- x

0
l;s2J½ 

0 0 

N 

LL DG n_-_m ~m. 2F( t) • + r.' J, , -J n 
m=l i 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The displacement terms are absent from the right-hand sides 

for this geometry because .!!(!:o) • (.!:_- .!:o) = 0 for .!:.,.!:a £ aB. 

This circumstance permits the investigation of the consequences 

of particular interpolation schemes for the tractions without the 

additional complication of interpolating the displacements. The con

clusions regarding traction interpolation reached through a study of 
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(2.1) and (2.2) are expected to apply to any boundary whose local radius 

of curvature is much greater than the discretization length, if the 

discretization of the boundary is fairly uniform. 

Before proceeding to the construction of the interpolator and 

the numerical operator DG~j it is useful to note some features of the 

analytic equation (2.1) and previous efforts in t reating the proble~s 

it represents numerically . 

If the dependent variables are not a function of x1, an analogy 

with the one-dimensional wave equation can be developed . In this case 

the integration over x
0 

may be carried out in (2.1) to give 

u(t) = ; ft T(t
0

) dt
0 

+ 2F(t) 

0 

In differential fonn this is 

For comparison, the one-dimensional wave equation int and x2 is 

(see 1.18) 

(l a + a )(1 a a ) u = 1 f(x2,t) s aT ax ear-ax µ 2 2 

(2.3) 

(2 . 4) 

(2 . 5) 

If f(x2,t) = 0 near x2 = 0, the solution of (2 . 5) may be written as 
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where u- propagates toward the boundary from the region x2 > 0 and u+ 

propagates away from it. Therefore, near x2 = 0 

( 1 a a -- + -)u 
B at ax2 

2 a -( = 8 at u st + x2) 

In (2.4) the traction T may be identified as 

(2.6) 

(The outward normal is used in the definition of •. ) Thus, (2.4) may 

be rewritten at x2 = 0 as 

(1 a a - - + -)u Bat ax2 
2 a 

= Bat F (2. 7) 

Now, the definition of F states that it is the displacement due to 

sources in B', i.e., the region x2 > 0. Near x2 = 0 Fis a function of 

t + x2/s only so the quantities on the right of equations (2.6) and 

(2.7) must be the same. The BIE (2.3) may thus be identified as an 

integrated version of a factor of the wave equation (2.5). 

The discrete version of the integrated equation (2.3) is: 

N 

un = L DGn-m .m + 2F(tn) 

m=l 
(2.8) 



where 
CX) 

1=-CX> 

m DG .. 
J l 
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is assumed to be independent of j and Tn 

the spatial index. 

= T~ does not depend on j, 
J 

If the BIE (2.2) is to accurately represent equation (2.1) its 

surraned version (2.8) must accurately reproduce equation (2.3) for any 

interpolation scheme used. Furthermore, when (2.8) is solved for .n 

the result (2.4) must be accurately reproduced. Since we are interested 

in solving dynamic problems, this will be regarded as a fundamental 

requirement of any interpolation scheme. 

The analogy with the wave equation may be extended to include 

two-dimensional waves. If equation (2.1) is Fourier transformed in 

the x1 variable, we obtain 

where 

G(k
1
,t) = ; ft J

0
(k

1
B(t-t

0
)) 'r(k1,t0) dt

0 

0 

(2.9) 

and J is the Bessel function of order zero (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, p. 
0 

953, 8.411.8). The force term has been dropped for the moment. For 
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k1 = 0 this equation simplifies to give (2.3). Upon carrying out a Fourier 

transform with respect to time, one obtains the transformed BIE 

(2.10) 

(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, p. 730, 6.671.8-9). 

For comparison the wave equation (1.8) may be transfornied to 

give 

2 
(-k 

2 
+ -3-) u(k

1
,x2 ,w) 

1 "' 2 oXz 
(2.11) 

or, in a factored forni, 

Identifying i as-µ a/ax2u in (2.10), the BIE may again be seen to be 

an integrated version of a factor of the equation of motion. 

The solution of (2.9) for i(k1,t) has been found by several 

authors (see Srivastava and Buschman (1977)). If u(k1,t) has zero 

initial conditions and is sufficiently smooth the solution is: 

= ~ ft J 
S 0 

0 

2 
(k1s(t-t

0
)){(:t 2 + k/s2) u(k1~t)} dt0 

0 

(2.13) 
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Inverting the transform over x1, one obtains 

1 a2 a2 {{2 --2 - --
2

) u(x
0
,t

0
)} dx dt 

B at ax O 0 
0 0 

(2.14) 

The causality properties of the integral equations are now 

apparent. The integral operator of (2.1) is nonlocal but it is causal, 

i.e., u(x 1,t) depends only on the values of ,{x
0
,t

0
) in the region 

Jx1 - x
0

J :,;; s(t- t
0

). This is the portion of aB inside the volume 

I.!:. - .!:.cl:,;; B(t-t
0

) which is the spacetime region from which (x1,o,t) 

can receive signals propagating at velocity B. These causality 

properties are preserved in the inverted equation (2.14), which contains 

the same nonlocal integral operator as (2.1) combined with the local 

differential operator (1/s2)(a2/at
0
2) - (a2/ax

0
2). Because of these 

causality properties it seems reasonable to expect that a successful 

discretization of (2.1) is possible which does not greatly reduce the 

causal isolation of the node points r .. 
-J 

In terms of interpolators for the tractions, it means that they 

can be highly localized in space and time. The use of low order inter

polation scheme~ is of some advantage in the BIE approach since it 
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simplifies the task of calculating the discrete kernels defined in 

(1.13) and (1 . 14). 

One situation in which equation (2.1) arises and a numerical 

approach to its solution is required is in the treatment of Mode III 

fracture propagation problems. In these problems, at each instant of 

time, the displacement u is specified along some portion of the line 

-m < x1 < m and the traction, or some relationship between, and u is 

specified elsewhere. The portions of the line on which the two boundary 

conditions apply change with time as the crack grows . Some analytic 

solutions to special problems of this type have been found (Kostrov 

(1966), Freund (1976)) but analytic methods to treat the general problem 

are not available. 

Das (1977) treated problems of this type by discretizing (2.1) 

and time stepping. The approach taken there was somewhat different 

from the one used here. Rather than employing an interpolation formalism, 

the analytic kernel was smoothed for numerical use by integrating it 

twice in space. The line -m < x1 < m was divided into equally sized 

intervals and the displacements and tractions were taken to be constant 

over these intervals. The kernel was then integrated over the source 

interval and the receiver interval. The resulting discrete kernel was 

used to evaluate the traction or displacement on portions of the line 

on which they were not specified. The intended function of the discrete 
n kernel in this case was exactly the same as the function of DG . . in 
lJ 

equation (2.2). 
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Another numerical treatment of Mode III fraction propagation 

problems has been given by Burridge (1969). In this case a less direct 

approach to the creation of a discrete kernel was taken. It was noted 

there that the convolutional inverse of the integral operator of (2.1) 

should, when convolved with itself, produce the differential operator 

(l/B2)(a2;at2) - (a 2/ax
2
). This may be readily verified by examination 

of the transformed version of equation (2.1) given by equation (2.10). 

This differential operator was discretized in a standard way and the causal 

square root of the operator was found algebraically. The resulting discrete 

operator was intended to serve the same purpose as the convolutional 

inverse of the discrete kernel DG~j of equation (2.2). 

The problem of finding discrete representations in the 

(x1,x2,t) domain of the factors of the wave equation (2.12) has received 

considerable attention in the seismic exploration literature. In this 

context the equation 

(2.15) 

is regarded as a means of extrapolating a wave field u(x1,·,t) in one 

direction of x2. One procedure for finding discrete representations 

of this equation is given by Claerbout (1976, chapter 10). In this 

development the square root of (2.15) is expanded in powers of {k1/w) 

to some finite order and the resulting expression is rearranged to be 

the transform of a purely differential equation by multiplying both 
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sides by a power of w. This equation is then converted to a differential 

equation in (x1,x2,t) domain and discretized using difference operators. 

A notable feature of this approach is that expansion of the 

square root of (2.15) in this manner involves the assumption that 

ik1/wl < 1; that is, the waves are not travelling parallel to the x1 
axis. The various discretizations of (2.15) found by this method are 

known to be inaccurate for waves travelling parallel to the x1 axis. 

In the case of fracture propagation with a straight crack, on the other 

hand, the wavefronts at the crack plane propagate parallel to the 

crack. The discretization of (2.15) as used in waveform extrapolation 

produces numerical operators which are not simple analogs of the discrete 

kernel DG~ . because of the use of a moving coordinate system, and the 
lJ 

presence of differencing with respect to x2. Nevertheless, it is possible 

to find discrete operators by the method of Claerbout which are directly 

comparable to DG~j• Clayton and Engquist (1977) have applied Claerbout's 

discretization methods to the problem of reducing grid-edge reflections 

in finite difference calculations. In this case, the difference 

approximation of (2.15) were applied as boundary conditions for a 

finite difference grid. Minor modifications of the difference operators 

used in these calculations produce an operator directly comparable to 
n DG ... 
lJ 

The methods of Burridge and Claerbout for finding numerical 

operators similar to DG~.or its inverse involve the use of a local 
lJ 
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differential operator as a starting point. Because of this these 

methods cannot be generalized in a simple way to produce analogs of 

DG~j for a boundary of arbitrary shape. These numerical operators 

all have a common intent, however. Their purpose is to provide a 

relationship based on the equation of motion between u(x1,x2,t) and 

a/ax2 u(x1,x2,t) along a line x2 = constant. Since the numerical 

operators are produced by different methods it is of considerable 

interest to see the results of their application to a common problem. 

This will be done after the development of an interpolator for the 

BIE method in the next section. 

2. A Simple Traction Interpolator 

The grid upon which (2.1) will be discretized will be taken 

to be uniformly spaced in x1 and t. The node points are at x2 = 0 

and x1 = jL. The discrete times are tn = n~t (see Fig. 2.1). The 

grid parameter is denoted by the letter Q: 

Q = B~t/L 

For this uniform grid the discrete kernels DG~. will depend only on 
lJ 

Ii - jl. They will be renumbered as DG~-j. The resulting BIE is a 

two-dimensional convolution equation 

n-m m DG .. L• 
J-1 1 

+ 2F(jL,n~t) (2.16) 
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(j-l)L jL {j +l)L 

t 

X, 
Figure 2.1. Space-time computational grid. The point (n~t,jl) receives 
signals from the shaded area. 
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In view of the previous comments on localization, the spatial 

dependence of the interpolator Tj(x1,t) will be taken to be the 

simplest possible; piecewise constant on intervals (j - ½)L < x1 < 

(j +½)L. The interpolator Tj(x
1
,t) may then be written as 

0 , lx1 -jLl>L/2 

(2.17) 

From (1.13) we have 

1 Itn H(t -t - Ix l!B) 
n ° O dx dt 

[ ( t - t ) - X 
2 / s2i2 o o 7TJJ 

t =O 
0 

n o o 

(2.18) 

From this formula it is found that for the piecewise constant spatial 
CD 

interpolatoi: or any other with the property that I: T~(x,t ) is 
j=-oo J 0 

independent of x, the spatial sum of DG~ is (see equation 2.8) J . 

(2.19) 

and so 
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(2.20) 

The coefficient.mis intended to represent the traction acting 

at time t . Adherence to the idea of causality in (2.20) would then m 

require that the coefficients .n+l n+2 
T not appear on the right. 

This is most easily accomplished by requiring that the interpolator 

be causal, i.e., 

t < t l m- (2.21) 

It is now possible to find a simple time dependence for the interpolator. 

From (2.21) we have DGm = 0, m < 0, so 

n 

un = L DGn-m Tn +2F(tn) (2.22) 

1 

= .• • = Sbt/µ this equation reproduces (2.3) to order bt. 

Differencing it gives the analog of (2.4): 

n 
T = (un - un-l -2(F(t ) - F(t 1))) µ/Sbt n n- (2.22a) 

which reproduces (2 .4) to order bt when expanded about t or to order 
n -

bt2 when expanded about tn - bt/2. The appropriate simple time 

dependence for Tn(t) is then centered attn - bt/2: 
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It - t - 6t/2I < 6t/2 n 

(2.23) 

This interpolator wi11 be called 0
0 

in the remainder of this work. A 

displacement interpo1ator appropriate to D will be selected in 
0 

Chapter 3. 

The discrete kernel may now be calculated explicitly: it is 

(2.24) 

where Q = S6t/L, E~ is the translation operator, E~ f(k,m) = f(k+b,m), 

and 

-1 I 
1
-1 -1 ncosh ( n ) + sin (n) lnl ~ 1 

g ( n) = 

f sgn(n) lnl ~ 1 

Note that if S6t/L = Q ~ 1/2, DG~ = S6t/~ and DG~ = 0, k ! 0. 

For sufficiently short time steps equation (2.2) then gives an explicit 

algorithm for calculating the tractions •1 by time stepping. If 

3/2 ~ Q > 1/2 a tridiagonal matrix equation occurs at each time step, 

if 5/2 ~ Q > 3/2 a bandwidth 5 system occurs, and so on. 

In Appendix Cit is shown that the BIE method implemented with 

this interpolation scheme produces a convergent technique for solving 
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the two fundamental antiplane strain boundary value problems on a half 

plane. If Bbt/L ~ 1/2 is held constant and equation (2.2) is solved 

for either the displacement or traction the numerical solution ap

proaches the exact solution as L + 0, provided that the exact solution 

is sufficiently differentiable. 

In the practical situation, the use of piecewise constant 

interpolation means that the number of grid points per period or wave

length will have to be fairly large to achieve high accuracy. To give 

an idea of the grid density requirements the following calculation 

was made. The displacement due to a traction 

0 t < 0 , t > Tg 

otherwise 

was calculated for different values of T /bt and L /L with Bbt/L = 0.5. g g 
The traction coefficients are given by 

The displacement coefficients were calculated from (2.16) with F = 0 

using a multidimensional FFT algorithm and a grid of 128 nodes by 64 

time steps. For each value of Tg/bt and Lg/La second calculation 

was made with a greatly refined grid. The calculation on the refined 
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grid was very accurate, with pointwise errors of less than 0.1%. This 

solution was taken to be exact for purposes of error estimation and 

will be denoted by uex· Table 2.1 gives the maximum error 

e: = max 
n,j 

I u~ - u (x., t ) I /max I u (x., t ) I 
J ex • J n . ex J n n,J 

as a function of T
9
/~t and Lg/L. 

A typical displacement u(x,t) is shown in Figure 2.2. The 

parameters were Tg/~t = 8, Lg/L = 8 and every second time step was 

plotted. As can be seen there, the displacement consists of a fairly 

sh~rp two-sided pulse in the region where the traction is applied, 

with a two-sided wave propagating into the traction-free regions. 

This wave diminishes approximately as x1½ as it propagates outward 

due to geometric spreading. The displacement is antisymmetric about 

x/Lg = 0.5. Figure 2.3 is a plot of the error 

n e: . 
J 

= (2.25a) 

for the same parameters as in Figure 2.2. The vertical scale in 

Figure 2.3 is not the same as that in Figure 2.2. The maximum error 

from (2.25a) is about 5% and occurs in the area where the traction 

was applied. The error outside that area is smaller and decreases 
-h 

approximately as x 2 The relative rate at which the error falls off 

with xis more clearly shown in Figure 2.4. The error in that plot is 
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Table 2.1. Maximum Error in Calculated Displacement 

T
9

/Lit 

24 16 12 8 6 4 

24 .01 .01 .02 .04 .08 .14 

16 .01 .02 . 02 .04 .08 .15 

12 .04 .04 .04 .05 .08 .15 
L
9

/L 
8 .06 .07 .07 .08 .10 .15 

6 .13 .16 .13 .17 .19 .20 

4 .20 .28 .28 .28 .27 .33 
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0 

Figure 2.2. Three-dimensional plot of exact SH displacement on a half
plane surface as a function of x and t. 
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0 

Figure 2. 3. A plot of the error defined in equation (2.25a) for the 
numerically evaluated displacement. 
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Figure 2.4. A plot of the error in the numerically evaluated displacement, 
normalized by time series maxima according to equation (2.25b) 
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normalized by the maximum displacement encountered at each node: 

n 
£, = 

J 
(u~ - uex(J'L,tn))/max lu (J'L t )I 

J ex ' n n 
(2.25b) 

The vertical scale in Figure 2.4 is the same as that in Figure 2.3. 

The maximum value of £1 is about 0.1 and occurs near x/Lg = 0.5, where 

the normalizing displacement is small. The maximum error elsewhere 

on the grid is about 5% and does not change appreciably with x1 in this 

normalization. From these figures and Table 2. 1 it is possible to 

estimate the grid density required in most applications. For many 

wave propagation problems, 10 points per wavelength or period is a 

sufficiently dense grid for evaluating displacements. 

The performance of the interpolator 0
0 

when used for calculating 

displacements in equation (2.16) is easily understood in terms of the 

accuracy of the interpolation method. When equation (2.16) is used to 

calculate the traction along the half plane boundary the situation is 

not so simple. Consider the following problem: a line source with 

time dependence g(t) acts in a half-space at a distance H > 0 from the 

surface x2 = 0. The whole-space displacement due to the source is 

(2.26) 
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If a boundary condition of zero displacement is applied at x2 = 0 the 

traction acting there is 

X = 0 2 

The numerical BIE solution for the tractions may be written as 

n 

'j = - 2 2 2 
m=l i 

DGI~-~ F(il,0,m~t) 
J-1 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Note that the variation of F with x2 does not appear explicitly in 

this equation. 

The operator represented by the coefficients DGI~ is convolu
J 

t • 11 • t DGn. and ,· s causal. 1ona y inverse o J It is defined by the relations 

DGI~ = 0 ' 
n < 0 

J 

' DGI~ 0 (2 . 29) L DG .. = ojo , J-1 
i 

n 

2 I for n ~ 1 (2.30) 

m=O i 
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The coefficients DGI7 are symmetric in i

comb ined with the one before to give 

The last expression may be 

DGI~ 
J 

n 

I I 
m=l i 

I . o m 
DGij-k DGk-i (2.31) 

k 

This equation shows that once the series DGI~ , j = 0, 1, 2, ••• is 
J 

found, the remaining coefficients DGI~ may be calculated in a straight
J 

forward manner because the coefficients DGI: are absent from the right-

hand side fort~ n. 

If the time step is short enough that Q ~ 0.5 the series 

DGI~ is simply 
J 

DGI 0 = 1/DGo 
0 0 

DGI 0 = 0 
k k 'f 0 

If Q is greater than 0.5 the series DGI~ may be found by a number of 

methods; the method used here was to calculate it by inverting the 

discrete Fourier transform of DG~ , k = 0, ±1, ±2, This technique 

works because, in the language of time series analysis, the series 

DG~ is minimum phase. The series DGI~ were calculated using equation 

(2.31) for successive values of n. The required convolutions over 

the spatial index were computed using an FFT algorithm. It should be 

noted that the number of operations involved in evaluting DGI~ up to 
J 
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time level n = N is of order N2J when this procedure is used. Table 2.2 

displays a few of the coefficients DG~ and DGI~ for values of Q equal 
J J 

to 0.25, 0.5 and 1. 

The coefficients DG~ in this table vary in a somewhat regular 
J 

fashion, since they are just average values of the analytic Green's 

function Gover intervals of x1 and t. The coefficients of the inverse 

kernel have mixed signs and represent a differential operator. The 

inverse kernel is more localized than the forward operator and the 

variation of the coefficients with n and j is only vaguely systematic, 

with the magnitude of the elements being slightly larger along the 

linen= j/Q than for n > j/Q. 

The problem described previously was solved with a time 

function 

g(t) = -12 t* exp (1/2 - t*2) (2.32) 

where t* = 2.72(t/Th - 1). The half power period of this source 

function is Th. 

The whole-space displacement F(x1,x2,t) was evaluated for 

x
2 

= 0, x1 = jl and t = n~t by carrying out the convolution in 

equation (2.26). The traction at x2 = 0 was then evaluated from the 

BIE equation (2.28) using a two-dimensional FFT. The traction was 

also evaluated through an implementation of equation (2.27) in which 

the only numerical step was a convolution in time. The second 
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Table 2.2. Coefficients of Di~crete Kernels 

t □G1 [ DGI1 

Q = 0.25 
j j 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
0 .250 0 0 0 4.00 0 0 0 
1 .250 0 0 0 -4.00 0 0 0 
2 .155 .048 0 0 1. 52 -.76 0 0 

n 3 .098 .076 0 0 -.61 .31 0 0 
4 .074 .088 0 0 .34 -.32 .145 0 
5 .059 .095 0 0 -.14 .36 .29 -.03 

Q = 0.50 
j j 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

0 .500 0 0 0 2.00 0 0 0 
1 .253 .124 0 0 -1.01 -.49 0 0 
2 .133 .183 0 0 .22 -.23 .12 0 

n 3 .093 .123 .080 0 .26 .04 -.14 -.03 
4 .072 .081 .133 0 .10 -.02 -.12 .09 

5 .058 .063 .094 .064 -.04 .07 .05 -.07 

Q = 1.0 

j j 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

0 .753 .124 0 0 1.41 0.24 .04 -.01 

1 .226 .307 .080 0 -.08 -.48 .02 .01 

2 .130 .144 .227 .064 .02 .05 -.18 .02 
-

n 3 .092 .096 .115 .188 -.02 .07 .03 -.10 

4 .071 .073 .080 .098 .03 -.01 .03 .02 

5 .058 .059 .063 .070 -.01 . 02 -.01 .02 
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procedure produced a very accurate evaluation of ,(x1,t). The results 

of the two evaluations of, were compared for different values of 

Th/~t, H/L and Q. Figure 2.5 displays the free-space displacement 

F(x1,x2,t) for x2 = 0, Th/~t = 8, H/L = 4 and Q = 0.5. Figure 2.6 

is a plot of the traction on the surface x2 = 0 due to this wave. 

Figure 2.7 is a plot of the error in the tractions calculated using 

the BIE technique. The error shown there is 

n 
£, 

J 
= (,1 - 'ex(jl,(n-½)lt))/ma~ l,(jl,(n-½)~t)I 

n,J 
(2.33) 

The maximum error in Figure 2.7 is about 0.06 and occurs near x1 = 0. 

The traction •1 and error £1 diminish with x1 approximately as 

(x1
2 + H2)- 314 . Figure 2.8 shows the error renormalized by the 

maximum traction acting at each node; 

n 
£. 
J 

= (,~ - , (jl,(n-½)~t))/max l'ex(jl,(n-½)6t) I 
J ex n 

(2.34) 

The vertical scale in Figure 2.8 is one-half that in Figure 2.7. The 

maximum value of £1 in Figure 2.8 is about 0.15 and occurs at x1/H = 4, 

where the maximum traction is about 0.13 as large as the maximum 

traction acting on the grid. The wavefronts at x1/H = 4 are ·oriented 

at about 75° to the surface normal. The error defined in (2.34) for 

greater values of x1 than shown in Figure 2.8 are of about the same 

magnitude as at x1/H = 5. The error for large values of x1/H may be 
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Line Source 

H 

Figure 2. 5. The incident displacement wave due to a line source as a 
function of x1 and t. 

6 
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6 

Figure 2.6. The exact traction of x2 = 0 as a function of x1 and t. 
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Figure 2.7. The error in the numerically calculated traction defined in 
equation (2.33). 
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Figure 2.8. The error in the numerically calculated traction defined 
in equation (2.34). 

6 
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interpreted as the inherent error involved in calculating tractions 

for waves traveling nearly parallel to the boundary x2 = O; 

it should be remembered that the tractions associated with these 

waves are much smaller than the tractions due to similar waves which 

propagate at near nonnal incidence. 

If the tractions evaluated by this method were to be used 

to reconstruct the reflected wave for a point in the region x2 > 0, 

it would be necessary to convolve them over x1 and t with the Green's 

function 

G = 1 
21rµ 

H(t - (x2
2 

+ x1
2)/B) 

[t2 (x22 + x12/B2)]½ 

(see equation (1.4)). This function is nonnegative everywhere and 

varies smoothly away from the singularity at t = (x1
2 + x2

2)½/B. As 

a result of this operation, high frequency errors in 'j would be 

smoothed out. The maximum error in 'j wou1d then be much larger than 

the maximum error in the calculated reflected displacement wave. 

As can be seen from Figure 2.7, the error in. consists mainly of 

high frequency components, particularly as a function of x1. 

The problem of evaluating the tractions due to a line source 

was solved for several values of the parameters Th/~t, H/L and Q. 

The maximum of the globally normalized error Ej' defined i~ equation 

(2.33), is given in Table 2.3 for each of these calculations. In 
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Table 2.3. Maximum Error in Calculated Traction for Interpolator D
0

. 

Q = 0.25 
H/L 

4 6 8 10 

8 .11 .11 .11 .11 

Th/t:,t 12 .05 .06 .06 .06 
16 .03 .03 .03 .03 

20 .02 .02 .03 .02 

Q = 0.50 
H/L 

4 6 8 10 

8 .06 .06 .06 .05 

Th/t:,t 
12 .07 .05 .05 .06 
16 .06 .05 .04 .06 

20 .05 .04 .04 .05 

Q = 1.00 
H/L 

4 6 8 10 

8 .12 .13 .16 .19 

Th/t:,t 
12 .10 .12 .16 .12 

16 .09 .11 .13 .11 

20 .08 .09 .10 .10 

Q = 2.00 
H/L 

4 6 8 10 

8 .27 .29 .29 .25 

Th/t:,t 12 .22 .24 .26 .22 

16 .19 .21 .23 .19 

20 .16 .19 .20 .17 
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each case, the maximum of this error occurred near x1 = O; that is, 

at a point where the wavefronts were at near nonnal inc i dence and 

the absolute value of the traction was a maximum. As a result of 

this circumstance the errors displayed in Table 2.3 do not depend 

strongly on the parameters H/L. 

Another measure of the error in each of these calculations 

is given in Table 2.4. The quantity shown there is an RMS type error 

defined by 

(2.35) 

The points included in the sum are those points at which the absolute 

value of the analytic traction exceeded •c = n • ma~ l•ex(jl,(n-½) 6t)I . 
n,J 

The parameter n was chosen to be 0.2. The value of E did not vary 
n 

by more than a factor of two in the range 0.1 < n < 0.5. For most 

choices of Q, H/L and Th/6t the variation was much less. The 

normalizing factor w is the product of the number of points in the 

sum and the maximum traction acting on the grid. This measure of 

the error did not depend on H/L, so only the values for H/L = 4 are 

shown. 
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Table 2.4. RMS error in calculated 
traction for H/L = 4. 

Q 

.25 .50 1.0 2.0 

8 .03 . 03 .04 .08 

12 .02 .02 .03 . 06 
T /t:.t n 16 .01 .02 .03 .05 

20 .01 .02 .02 .05 

The variation of the locally normalized error with x1 is 

shown in Figure 2.9 for H/L = 4, T /t:.t = 8, 12, 16 , 20 and different n 

values of Q. The error plotted there is 

£. = max 
J n 

-1 ) The error is plotted against tan (H/x1 , the angle between the normal 

to the cylindrical free-space wavefront and the x1 axis when the 

wavefront passes through a point at x1 along x2 = 0. Because the 

inverse kernel DGI is somewhat localized the error associated with 

a particular angle is probably similar to the error associated with 

a plane wave incident at that angle, although the cylindri~al wave 

has curved wavefronts and its maximum amplitude diminishes as x1 
increases. The plotted values do not extend to zero angle of incidence 
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because of the finite number of time steps over which the calculation 

was carried out. 

For each value of Q and H/x1 in these plots the error decreases 

monotonically as Th/~t increases. The top trace in each plot corre

sponds to T /~t = 8 and the bottom trace corresponds to T /~t = 20. n n 
Because Ej does not vary much with H/x1 in these plots it appears 

likely that errors produced by the BIE technique are not sensitive 

to the angle of incidence of wavefronts for values of Q over a fairly 

wide range. The large errors shown for the case Q = 2 demonstrate that 

there is an upper limit to the acceptable ratio of B~t/L when the 

traction must be calculated and the wavefronts are oriented nearly 

parallel to the boundary. 

In suITTTiary, the results of this section have shown by practical 

applications that the BIE method implemented with traction interpolator 

D
0 

can be used to evaluate unknown boundary values along the surface 

of a half-space in antiplane strain for unmixed type problems. Al

though the errors shown here are problem dependent, the general 

behavior of the technique for half-plane problems may be conjectured 

from the numerical information given. The performance of the operators 

DG and DGI for curved cylindrical surfaces is similar 

to the results found here, since the forward operator DG is jnsensitive 

to small surface curvatures. The perfonnance of the method for 

curved surfaces will be evaluated in detail in Chapter 3, where inter

polation of displacements is considered. 
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3. Comparison to Other Methods 

The accuracy of the BIE method implemented with traction 

interpolator D
0 

will now be compared with results obtained using the 

discretization methods of Das (1977), Burridge (1969) and Claerbout 

(1976). The problem employed here will be the one used in the last 

section to evaluate the perfonnance of the inverse operator DGI~ in 
J 

calculating tractions along a line. This problem is a suitable 

context for comparison because it includes curved wavefronts that 

propagate normal and also nearly parallel to the boundary. The 

problem of evaluating the tractions requires the use of a numerical 

operator which approximates a differential operator. This is a 

much more sensitive test of the discretization method than a problem 

in which the displacement is to be evaluated. 

The discrete kernel analogous to DG~ for a half-space has 
J 

been given explicitly by Das (1977). For n > 0 it is 

where 

r ( n) = 

. -1 ) ( 2)½ ns1 n ( n + 1 - n I nl < 1 

In I ~ 1 

(2.36) 
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For n = 0, 

OG0 = 8Llt 
0 µ 

DG0 = 0 k 'I 0 k 

The time stepping algorithm for calculating tractions with 

this method is explicit for all values of Q. As a result of this it 

is a simple matter to calculate the convolutional inverse of this 

operator using the methods of section 2. 

When Burridge's method is used to calculate the operator 

analogous to DGI~,the only choice to be made is the selection of 
J 

the discrete representation of the differential operator 

Using Burridge's choice of difference operators, 

The analog of!:.. DGI~, convolved with itself, is then D~-
µ J J 

(2.38) 
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n The nonzero values of Dj are given in Table 2.4 

Table 2.4. Nonzero values n of D .. 
J 

j 

0 1 2 

0 o-2 0 0 

1 2(1 - o-2) -1 0 
n -2 2 Q 0 0 

3 0 0 0 

The first three time levels of .!::. DGI~ are given in Table 2.5 
)J J 

Table 2.5. Values of .!::_ DGI~ by Burridge's method. 
)J J 

j 

0 1 2 3 

0 Q-1 0 0 0 

n 1 Q - Q-1 -Q/2 0 0 

2 Q-1(1 - (1 - Q2)2)/2 Q(Q2 - 1) -Q3/8 0 
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The remaining time levels may be calculated numerically from the 

formula 

n-1 
DGI~ = - LQ 

J µ II n :::-: 3 

i m=O 

In adapting Claerbout's method of discretization to this 

problem, some modification of his technique is required. The "45 

degree" paraxial approximation of equation (2.15) in x1, x2, t domain 

is given by Clayton (1978) as 

where 

T 

µ 
= 

2 2 
(f) _a-) T 

2 " 2 µ 
oXl 

In approximating this equation for use as a transparent 

(2.39) 

boundary condition in finite difference calculations the derivative 

of u with respect to x2 was included in order to extrapolate u one 

space-step outside the finite difference grid. In addition, certain 

averages of u over the two boundary grid lines at x2 = 0 and x2 = ~x2 

were employed in the x1 and t derivatives of u. The effects of these 

details cannot be reproduced in the current calculation, so the results 

found here may not reproduce exactly the behavior of the method for 

reducing grid edge reflections. 
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In approximating equation (2.39) the second order derivatives , 

as grouped there, were replaced according to the correspondences in 

equation (2.38). The remaining derivative !twas approximated by 

the forward difference operator. The resulting difference equation is 

(2.40) 

This approximation of equation (2.39) provides an explicit 

means of estimating 'j and is stable when used for that purpose if 

Q ~ 2. It is accurate to orders bt2 and L2 when considered as an 

approximation of equation (2.39). If 'j and u5 do not depend on j 

this equation may be rearranged to give 

n = 1-1 ( n+l 
T 8bt U 

Thus, 'j is most favorably compared to 'ex(jl,(n-½)6t). This is also 

true of the other methods. 

The calculation of tractions was carried out by the procedure 

described in section 2 for H/L = 4 and Tn/6t = 12. The exact traction 

resembles the traction shown in Figure 2.6. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 
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display the absolute error in.~, as defined in equation (2.33), for 
J 

the four methods considered and values of Q equal to 0.5 and 1.0, 

respectively. The vertical scales in these figures are all the same 

except for plots displaying errors from the "45 degree" method, in 

which the vertical scale has been reduced by a factor of eight 

relative to the others to improve legibility. 

Figure 2.12 displays the locally normalized error 

£J. = max l•J~ - •ex{jl,(n-½)6t)l/max I• (jl,(n-½)6t)l 
n n ex 

for the different methods and values of Q. 

From comparison of the plots of Figure 2.10 it can be seen 

that the BIE method gives the best overall performance for Q = 0.5. 

The error for x1/H < 1, or tan- 1(H/x1) > 45°, is of comparable size 

for all of the methods considered, although the 45 degree method 

gives somewhat larger errors,which may be because it is more sensitive 

to wavefront curvature. For larger values of x1/H (tan-1(H/x1) < 45°) 

the 45 degree method and Burridge's method give errors of order 1 in 

the local normalization (see Figure 2.12a). The error for Das' method 

is around 0.25 (maximum) as compared with 0.06 with the BIE method. 

For Q = 1.0 the BIE and Burridge's methods give nearly identical 

results, as can be seen in Figures 2.lla and 2.12b. This ls a rather 

surprising result. From Tables 2.2 and 2.5 it is apparent that the 

two methods give kernel coefficients DGI~ that are quite dissimilar 
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for small n and j. Since th.e coefficients die out rapidly with n and 

j a substantial difference in performance would be expected in a 

problem involving both normally incident and parallel propagating 

waves. The method of Das again gives rather large errors for parallel 

propagating waves. With the 45 degree method the errors are very 

large for x1/H > 1 and a wave propagating with velocity B/2 can be 

seen in Figure 2.11. The analytic tractions are nearly zero where 

this wave appears. It is also present in Figure 2.10 and is due to 

the presence of a one-dimensional wave operator with velocity B/2 

which appears in the analytic form of the 45 degree approximation, 

equation (2.39). The quantity on the right hand side of that equation 

is largest near x1 = 0 and acts as a source of the nondiminishing 

spurious wave propagating outward from that area. 

From the numerical results of this section it appears that 

the BIE method is the better of the methods employed here to evaluate 

tractions because it gives an accurate evaluation of the desired 

derivative for any direction of wave propagation. The accuracy of 

the evaluated traction does not depend strongly on the grid parameter 

Q, as is the case with Burridge's method. This is an important 

property if heterogeneous media are to be considered, since different 

values of Q would appear in media with different velocities when 

6t and Lare the same in both. 
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Chapter 3 

GENERAL BOUNOARY SHAPES 

IN ANTIPLANE STRAIN 

1. Introduction 

In this chapter the antiplane strain BIE method is extended 

to include calculations involving bodies with curved boundaries. In 

doing this it is necessa~y to select an interpolation method for 

displacements along the boundary. The displacement interpolator chosen 

here will be one which is appropriate for use with the traction inter

polator 0
0 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

The general antiplane strain integral equation may be written as 

r(!'_) u(!'_,t) = v(!'_,t) w(!'_,t) + F(!'_,t) (3.1) 

where 

(3.la) 

w(!'_, t) (3.lb) 

F(!'_,t) is the infinite space solution of the initial value - body force 

problem. 
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1/2 E r E aB 

r (!_) = 1 E r E B1 

0 i !:_iB 

G is the whole plane Green 1 s function, and a/an
0 

is the derivative 

along the outward normal of aB with respect to the source coordinates. 

The integrals of (3.la) and (3.lb) are intended as principal values if 

r E aB . The functions v(!_,t) and w(!_,t) may be regarded as the displace

ment fields due to, respectively, a distributed force T(!_,t) and a 

distributed dislocation u(!_,t) applied along a curve aB in a whole 

plane. The need for displacement interpolation along aB arises from 

the presence of the term w(!_,t) in (3.1). 

The general properties of the time harmonic version of dis

placement fields v and ware discussed by Kupradze (1963, Chapter 2) 

and they are similar to the properties of the analogous static fields 

of the potential theory (see Kellogg, (1953)). These properties will 

be briefly stated here for co~oleteness. 

Away from the curve aB the fields v and ware solutions of the 

homogeneous two dimensional wave equation. Their properties at aB are 

dependent on the smoothness of the functions T andµ on aB. If these 

functions and the boundary aB are sufficiently smooth: 

i) v(!_,t) is finite and continuous across aB 

ii ) 

of aB has a 

Lim 
r ➔aB -o 

the derivative of v(!_,t) with respect to the o·utward normal 

jump of amplitude~ T(!_,t) across aB. In general 

v(r ,t) 1 l_ T(--or ,t) 
--0 µ 
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iii) w(.!:_,t) is finite at aB and has a jump of amplitude u(.!:_,t) 

across aB. In general Lim w(r ,t) t u(-or ,t) 
r ➔aB -o 
-0 

iv) the normal derivative of w(.!:_,t) at aB is finite and continuous 

across aB, and 

v) the tangential derivatives of v and ware finite and 

continuous across aB. 

These results also aoply to general elastic deformations, in three dimen

sions, with normal derivatives of displacement replaced by tractions. 

The object of solving equation (3.1) for specified boundary 

data may thus be viewed as finding a distribution of point forces or 

dislocations along a curve aB in a whole space. The superposed fields 

due to these sources must produce the required boundary values at aB. 

Equations (3.1), (3.la) and (3.lb) are simply a statement of the manner 

in which the displacement at points in the plane is affected by the 

sources along aB. The properties i) - v) quoted above provide assurance 

that the effects of these sources on the limiting values of displacement 

and stress at aB can be finite. 

In order to determine the time dependence of an appropriate 

displacement interpolator for D
0

, consider the situation in which a 

plane wave deformation is normally incident on a half plane surface. 

The medium Bis the semi-infinite region x2 ~ 0. The boundary 3B is 

then the line x2 = 0, - 00 < x1 < 00 • The traction along this line will 

be interpolated according to equations (2.17) and (2.23). The displace

ment along the line is interpolated as 
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where u~ is intended to represent u(jl,0,n~t). If F = 0 and u and T do 
J 

not depend on x1, and 

00 

2 u~ (x1,t) = un(t) 
j=-oo 

is independent of x1, the integration over x1 in equations (3.la) and 

(3.lb) may be carried out to give 

= 1 Joo 
2 

t =O 
0 

(3.2) 

The receiver point at.!:_= (· ,x2) is now exterior to B; i.e., x2 < 0. 

Recall that for 0
0 

on a half plane 

(see equation (2.22a) et. ~-) 

Upon substituting this into equation (3.2) it is found that 
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00 

( m+l .m) um u - u + = I (3.3) 
n=l 

~~ere mis the largest integer in (t + x2/ B)/~t. If this relation is 

to hold for all values of um and um+l, all negative values of x
2
/ B, and 

Um(t) is to possess the time translation syrrnnetry of equation (1.15), 

one finds that 

0 

1 _ It - nt1t I 
lit 

It - ntit I > lit 

(3 .4) 

It - ntit l < tit 

Another line of reasoning leading to this time dependence for Un(t) is 

given in Cole et tl• (1978) . 

The task of calculating the discrete kernels DK~j is greatly 

simplified by taking Uj(x1,t) to be separable, so the time dependence 

of Un(t) will be used as the time dependence of Uj(x1,t). The spatial 

variation of the displacement interpolator will be taken to be the most 

localized possible and the one most easily used in discrete kernel 

calculations; piecewise constant. Thus, for a general boundary shape 

as with nodepoints r. and associated non-overlapping arcs A. whose union 
~ J 

is as, 



U~(r,t) = 
J -
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1 _ it - n6tl 
6t 

0 

r £ A. and It - n6tl < 6t 
J 

, otherwise 

The associated generalization of the traction interpolator is 

T~(r,t) = 
J -

1 , r £ A. and t 1 < t < t 
J n- - n 

0 , otherwise 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

These equations constitute the most general definition of interpolation 

scheme D
0

. 

This displacement interpolator has been chosen partially on the 

basis of convenience in application rather than for optimal numerical 

accuracy. The conclusion from equation (3.3) that Un(t) should be a 

piecewise linear function of time was reached by requiring consistency of 

the traction and displacement interpolators for a straight boundary and 

normally propagating plane waves. If consistency were required in this 

sense for other types of deformation, the resulting optimal displacement 

interpolator would in general be nonseparable and the calculation of 

discrete kernels would become quite cumbersome. 

Among the separable interpolators along the line it seems likely 

that, for use with the traction interpolator 0
0

, linear interpolation in 

time is the best. The use of some other time dependence in Uj would 

preclude consistency of the sort demanded by equation (3.3). If equation 
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(3.3) were not satisfied the numerical representation of the boundary 

x2 = 0 would not accurately reproduce the reflection of even normally 

incident plane waves. 

The spatial variation of separable interpolators is one point 

at which some practical improvement might be possible. The use of piece

wise constant displacement interpolation as in equation (3.5) has some 

serious drawbacks. For example, if one were to calculate analytically 

the tractions on a half plane appropriate to a displacement boundary 

condition u(x1,t) = Uj(x1,t) it would be found (see equation (2.14)) 

that the traction T(x1,t) is not finite at the endpoints of the j th 

surface element due to the discontinuity of u(x1,t) there. The traction 

would, however, be integrable and its average value over x1 as a function 

of time would be 

00 

~ ~t f u1(x1,t) dxl 
-oo 

The traction interpolator which is piecewise constant in x1 is completely 

incapable of representing this type of singular behavior, but it gives 

the correct average traction. Thus, the boundary value problem is 

accurately represented numerically only in the case of smooth variations 

of the displacement along the boundary. The use of higher order inter

polation in space for the displacements could conceivably result in a 

more accurate numerical method by implying a more smoothly varying 

traction along the boundary. This more smoothly varying traction is 
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better represented by the traction interpolator. The principal justifi

cation for interpolating the displacement spatially according to equation 

(3.5) is that the resulting numerical scheme is capable of successfully 

treating representative problems requiring displacement interpolation. 

The remainder of this chapter consists of a series of problems 

in which the accurate representation of the displacement integrals takes 

a critical role. These problems are intended to display the dependence 

of errors on discretization parameters and to give an idea of the grid 

density that is required for the solution of general types of problems. 

Section 2 contains the solution of a traction boundary value problem on 

a circular cavity in a whole plane. In this problem th.ere is a shadow 

zone along the cavity boundary and accurate evaluation of the displacement 

there requires accurate treatment of the displacement integral. Section 

3 contains the treatment of a displacement boundary value problem on a 

circular boundary. The analytic solution of the problem is obtained 

trivially through the selection of a specialized defonnation and boundary 

condition. The numerical solution is nontrivial and requires accurate 

evaluation of the displacement integral. This problem also displays the 

accuracy of the numerical representation of the nonlocal nonnal derivative 
n operator for a curved boundary, analogous to the operator DGij of Chapter 

2. Section 4 contains the solution of a displacement boundary value 

problem similar to that of Section 3, but with the added complication 

of a nonsyr,lffietri c boundary. This prob 1 em i 11 ustrates the behavior of 

errors in a case where the boundary shape is not well represented by the 

boundary grid. 
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2. Diffraction by a Circular Cavity 

Consider the problem depicted in Figure 3.la. A localized 

traction is applied to the wall of a cylindrical circular cavity in a 

whole space. The waves propagate outward from this source into the 

medium and around the circumference of the cavity. Most of the boundary 

is well outside of the region affected by geometric rays and the dis

placement at those points is due to diffracted waves whose wave fronts 

propagate parallel to the boundary at the boundary. If the source near 

e = 0 is impulsive the waves propagating around the boundary decay rapidly 

with 8 and are dispersive. For a detailed discussion of the wavefront 

sxstem see Friedlander (1954). An approximate analytic solution to this 

problem is presented in Appendix E. It is based on a modification of 

Friedlander's waveform expansion technique given by Peck and Miklowitz 

(1969). This solution is valid for points on the boundary sufficiently 

far away from the area where the traction is applied. It will be used 

to evaluate the errors found in the numerical BIE solution of the problem 

in the shadow zone. 

The analytic BIE formulation of this problem is 

u(e,t) + 
(2TT 

p''=Q 

2n 00 • 1 r 2G(a,e-e' ,t-t') ,(e' ,t') de' dt' (3.7) 

8 1 =O - t 1 =O 

where 
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-- -- Shadow --Boundary 

( a ) 

( b) 

Figure 3.1. (a) The cavity geometry and wavefront system at different 
times. (b) Approximation of the boundary. 
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G(a, e,t) = _1_ H(t - 2alsin( 8/2) 1/ B) 
2nµ [t2 - 4a2 sin2( 8/2)/ B2)]1/2 

is the whole space Green's function specialized to points on a circle, 

and K(a, e,t) = -f ~a G(a,e,t). u(e,t) and T(8,t) are the displacement 

and traction on the circumference of the circle of radius a. They are 

periodic as a function of e; e.g., u(e,t) = u(e + 2mn,t). 

The first step in carrying out the numerical BIE solution of 

this problem is to select the grid representing the boundary of the 

medium. The node points were selected to be equally spaced at intervals 

De along the boundary (see Figure 3.lb). The number of node points, J, 

was taken to be a power of 2. The surface elements Aj were approximated 

by straight line segments centered on the node points rj and oriented 

tangent to the circle at r = a. Their length was 

L = 2a tan(De/2). 

The grid parameter for this problem is 

Q = Blit/L. 

This grid is invariant under rotation about the center of the circle in 

steps De. Since this symmetry exists in equation (3.7) the discrete 
n n kernels DGij and DKij depend on the spatial indices i and j only through 

the difference (i - j), modulo J. The numerical BIE can thus be written 

with index notation as 

J n J n 
n I I DK~-~ m I I DG~-T:J m (3.9) u. + u. = T. 
J J-1 l J-1 l 

i=l m=l i=l m=l 



or schematically as 

(I + DK) ** n = u. 
J 
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n DG ** L. 
J 

(3.10) 

The operation** denotes discrete convolution over time and space indices 
n n n with DGj = DGj+mJ and likewise for DKj' n d n I = o o uj an 'j' no jo' 

The solution of equation (3.10) for arbitrary -rj may be accom-

plished by finding the causal convolutional inverse of the numerical 

operator I+ DK, denoted by OS. Thus 

n u. 
J 

= (OS** DG) ** L~ 
J 

(3.11) 

The operators I+ DK, DG, OS and OS** DG are shown in Figure 3.2 for 

J = 32 and Q = 1/2. The inverse operator OS was calculated using the 

method described in Chapter 2. Algebraic manipulations were carried 

out using the FFT algorithm. The required periodicity in the spatial 

index was accomplished by not padding the spatial arrays with zeros in 

these processes. 

As can be seen in Figures 3.2a, 3.2b and 3.2c, the operators DK, 

DG and OS are acausal. They transmit information between points on the 

circle with time delays corresponding to travel times across the interior 

of the circle rather than around the circumference. The composite 

operator OS** DG is a numerical approximation of the impulse solution 

of the problem and should be causal; i.e., DGj = 0 for O < nQ < j < J/2. 
-

This is achieved in the operator shown in Figure 3.2d only in an approxi-

mate sense. Figure 3.3 is a plot of the same operator as in Figure 3.2d, 

with the near field portion truncated. There is a considerable amount 
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of high frequency noise in the operator, of which some is acausal. The 

acausal portion is of much smaller relative amplitude than the acausal 

portion of DG. It is the low frequency portion of the composite operator 

that is of interest here. The accuracy of the low frequency portion can 

be determined by low pass filtering. This will be accomplished by 

allowing T( 8,t) to be a smooth function of 8 and t; 

T( 8,t) (3.12) 

where 

e = 1 

The half-power period of this source is Th. The pulse width is about 

Th/2. 

Figure 3.4a is a plot of the displacement calculated by the 

analytic method of Appendix E for traction parameters eh = n/2 and 

¾Th= n/3. This solution is taken to be exact for 10 - nl < 2n/3. 

It is known to be inaccurate for values of e near 0 and 2n. Figure 3.4b 

is a plot of the numerically evaluated displacement with discretization 

parameters J = 32 and Q = 1/2. The source pa rameters and vertical scale 

are the same as in Figure 3.4a. The maximum displacement ate= n is 

about 0.05 of the maximum displacement ate= 0. The difference of the 

two solutions is shown in Figure 3.4c. The vertical scale in this 

figure has been exaggerated by a factor of about 5 relative to the 
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vertical scale of Figure 3.4a in order to display the error near e = TI. 

The maximum error ate= TI is about Q.01 of the maximum displacement at 

e = 0 in Figure 3.4a. Figure 3.4d is a plot of the error in Figure 3.4c 

renormalized at each value of e by the maximum value of displacement 

occurring in Figure 3.4a at that value of e. This figure displays the 

error in the time series at each value of e as a fraction of the maxi

mum exact displacement at that point. The maximum error ate= TI in 

this normalization is about 0.09. The largest errors near e = n are 

acausal and could easily be eliminated using that criterion. The 

largest causal error in Figure 3.4d ate= TI is about 0.03. 

A typical time series ate= TI is shown in Figure 3.5. The 

grid parameters there are Q = 1/2 and J = 64. The traction parameters 

are f Th= eh= TI/4. 

The errors in the BIE solution of the problem were evaluated 

for several values of traction parameters and values of J. It was found 

that the errors in the shadow zone scaled roughly linearly with the 

maximum error ate= TI, normalized by the maximum displacement at that 

point. This value is given in Table 3.1 for the various problem parameters 

investigated. The error tabulated there is specifically 

E = maxluJ~ - u (TI,n6t) I/max uex(TI,n6t) ex n 
(3.13) 

where j = J/2 + 1. To obtain a rough estimate of the size of the error 

as a fraction of the maximum displacement occurring on the grid; i.e., 

ate= 0, these numbers should be divided by 20. 
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As can be seen in Table 3.1 the errors vary in a systematic way, 

decreasing monotonically as the grid is refined or the specified traction 

is made smoother. The dependence of these errors on Th and J is rather 

interesting. For J Th > 8n a/8 a rough estimate of Eis given by 

For Q = 1/2, 

Th/6t ~ J Th/n 

so, 

2 T /6t > 8 E ~ 

Th/ t h 

This suggests that, for a given value of Q, the errors in the shadow 

zone vary linearly as 6t/Th regardless of the number of node points used, 

as long as the boundary is well represented. 
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Table 3.1. Maximum error E in displacement ate= n for eh= Th and 

Q = 0.5, as defined in equation (3.13). 

J 

16 32 64 128 

TI/6 1.20 .442 .197 .099 

TI/3 .793 .133 .076 .019 

fr TI/2 .297 .088 .038 .015 a n 
2n/3 .202 .054 .025 .013 

5n/6 .117 .032 .018 .012 
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3. Evaluation of Tractions on a Circle 

The problem considered in this section is one in which the 

displacements are specified on a circular cavity in a whole space and 

the traction on the boundary is to be evaluated. As the boundary 

undergoes the prescribed motion, a plane wave propagating in the region 

exterior to the cavity will strike the boundary. The displacement 

boundary condition will be required to be of a special type so that 

the analytic solution to the problem becomes trivial, while the 

numerical solution is not. Specifically, if the incident wave is 

F(r, e,t), then the incident wave is introduced in the analytic BIE 

(3.7) by adding 2F(a,e,t) to the right-hand side. If the displacement 

boundary condition requires 

u( e,t) = F(a, e,t) (3.14) 

the effect of the cavity on the incident wave is nullified; i.e., the 

displacement in the region r ~ a is exactly F(r,e,t). It is asserted 

by the uniqueness theorems of elasticity that the solution of equation 

(3.7) should then be 

-r( e,t) cl = -µ ar F(r, 0,t) (3.15) 
r=a 

The numerical BIE representation of this problem may be obtained 

in the same manner as in the previous section. It takes the schematic 

form 
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(DK - I) ** F~ = DG ** T~ 
J J 

(3.16) 

where F~ = F(a,{j-l)D0,n6t) and T~ is intended to represent 
J J 

T((j-l)De,(n-l/2)6t). The solution may be obtained by calculating the 

causal convolutional inverse of DG, which will again be called DGI. Then 

T~ = (DGI ** (DK - I)) ** F~ 
J J 

(3.17) 

The incident wave was taken to be a plane wave Gaussian form, 

~ = 5.34(t - Th+ r cos0/S)/Th 

The half power period of this displacement wave is Th. The pulse width 

is about Th/2. The half power period of the traction given by equation 

(3.15) is about 0.51 Th. 

Figure 3.6a displays the analytic traction T(0,t) as a function 

of e and t for! Th~ n/2. Figure 3.6b is a plot of the numerically 

evaluated traction for grid parameters Q = 1/2 and J = 32. Figure 3.6c 

is a plot of the difference of the analytic and numerical results, with 

the vertical scale exaggerated by a factor of about 6. The maximum 

error, occurring ate= n, is about 0.12 as large as the maximum traction 

occurring there. This is also the maximum traction acting on the grid. 

As can be seen in this figure, the largest error at each value of e 

is coincident in time with the propagating wavefront. At a given value 

of e, this error is proportional to the time derivative of the 
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analytic traction. There is also a smaller error propagating circum

ferentially after passage of the incident wave. 

The calculation described here was repeated for several values 

of T /6t and J, with Q = 1/2. The maximum error occurring ate= n is 

given in Table 3.2, as a fraction of the maximum analytic traction 

acting there. As can be seen from that table, the size of the error 

depends primarly on the parameter T /6t rather than some combination of 
n 

Tn/6t and J. This result is consistent with conclusions reached regard-

ing dependence of errors on grid parameters in the last section; i.e., 

for a well represented boundary errors depend primarily on the ratio of 

time step (or grid length) to deformation time scale (or length scale). 

4. Evaluation of Tractions on a Nonsymmetric Boundary 

This section contains the treatment of a displacement boundary 

value problem on a nonsyr:,metric boundary. The boundary shape is shown 

in Figure 3.7a. Figures 3.7b-3.7e show the increasingly finer discre

tizations of this boundary used in calculations here. They have the 

common property that at two points on the boundary (see, e.g., nodes 

13 and 30 in Figure 3.7d) the shape is poorly represented by straight 

line segments because of the rapid rotation of the normal along the 

boundary. By setting up the boundary value problem in the manner 

described at the beginning of the previous section it is possible to 

find an analytic solution to the problem; i.e., there is an inhomogeneous 

term 2F(r_,t) in the BIE and the displacement boundary condition requires 
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Table 3.2. Maximum error in traction ate= TT. Q = 1/2 and BTh/a = 

(T h/6t)/J. 

J 

16 32 64 128 

5 .79 .60 .79 .65 

10 . 30 .17 .35 .22 

T/6t 15 .13 .12 .15 .10 

20 .06 .07 .09 .07 

25 .04 .05 .07 .04 
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u(!:_,t) = F(!:_,t) r E aB 

Then 

T (!:_, t) r E aB . 

The incident wave will again be taken to be a Gaussian plane wave with 

half power period Th. The wave will propagate so as to encounter the 

concave portion of the boundary first. The direction of propagation is 

indicated in Figure 3.7a. 

The numerical BIE describing this problem may be written as 

n J 

2 I F~ = 
J 

n J 

I I 
m=l j=l m=l j=l 

n-m m DG. . T. 
lJ J 

(3.18) 

where F1 = F(!:_j,n6t). The coefficients DG~j have indices ij corresponding 

to !:.i' the receiver coordinate, and .!'.:.j• the source coordinate. Because 

of the surface orientation involved in the definition of DG~j (see 

Appendix D) these coefficients do not possess the symmetry in receiver 

and source coordinates present in the analytic Green's function; i.e., 

DG~- f DG~-. The dependence of these discrete kernels on surface element 
lJ Jl 

orientation is much weaker than that of the kernels DK~j• These contain 

a factor of form (!:_j - !:_i) • nj, where nj is the outward normal of the 

j th surface element. Because of this the kernels DK~ - play an important 
lJ 

role in representing the boundary shape when surface normals change 

orientation substantially over a length of the order of a surface element 

length. n The other important role of the coefficients DK . . , the casting 
lJ 
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of shadows, has been examined in the previous sections of this chapter. 

It is the purpose of this section to examine the dependence of errors 

in numerically evaluated tractions on discretization parameters when 

the boundary shape is poorly represented by the surface grid and when 

the interpolation scheme poorly represents the actual behavior of the 

tractions. 

In carrying out the solution of equation (3.18) for Tj it was 

first necessary to evaluate the quantities 

v~ = 
J 

n J 

1 I 
m=l j=l 

(3.19) 

This was done by first tabulating the values of the incident displacement 

wave Fj. The time series ~' m=l, •··, M were then transformed using 

the FFT and stored. For a fixed value of receiver index i the time 

series DK~- were calculated and stored for j=l, ···, J. These were then 
lJ 

m transformed, multiplied by the discrete Fourier transform of Fj, and 

sunined over source index j. Inversion of the transform and subtraction 

of F~ gave V~. This procedure accomplished the calculation of V~ 

without requiring storage of all MJ
2 of the coefficients DK~j at one time. 

To complete the solution it was required to solve the algebraic 

system 

J n 

I I 
j=l m=l 

n-m m DG.. T. 
lJ J 

= v~ 
1 

(3.20) 
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As discussed previously, this algebraic system may be solved trivially 

by time stepping if the time step is selected to be small enough. Let 

Q = max 
j=l,···,J 

where Lj is the length of the j th surface element. In this problem the 

node points were taken to be centered on the surface elements. It was 

desired that the element lengths L. be as uniform as possible in order 
J 

to obtain the maximum time step for a given value of Q. If Q .::_ 1/2 the 

causality properties of the Green's function cause the algebraic system 

to be diagonal; i.e., 

0 DG.. = 0 
lJ 

for i -:/ j 

Equation (3.20) may then be rearranged as 

n 
'[. 

J 
= 1 

0 DG .. 
11 

{V~ 
1 

n-1 J 

I I 
m=l j=l 

n-m m} DG.. T. 
lJ J 

At time step n, the tractions Tj form= n-1, n-2, 

known, so it is a simple matter to evaluate T~. 

(3.21) 

, 1 are al ready 

In calculating the quadratures in this formula, there are some 

practical problems stermning from the fact that there are MJ2 

-
coefficients DG~j- This can be a very large number and it is worth the 

effort to use computer storage in an efficient manner. The arrangement 

of storage used here was motivated by the circumstance that the kernels 
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DG~j preserve the time translation invariance of the analytic Green's 

function and by characteristics of the computer used. The machine used 

here had a large virtual memory on disk and semiconductor memory suffi

cient to simultaneously hold arrays containing Tj and Vj for all values 

of n and j, and DG~. for all ij and a fixed value of n. When a variable 
lJ 

was referenced which was not available in semiconductor memory, blocks 

of size one kiloword were automatically written to and from disk to make 

them available. In order to reduce the amount of disk I/0 involved in 

the calculation it was desired that when a portion of the array containing 
n DG .. was in semiconductor memory, that portion should be used in all 
lJ 

possible calculations before another portion was referenced. To this 

end, the array containing DG~j was ordered in the FORTRAN program such 

that the time index n corresponded to the most slowly varying address 

of the array; i.e., 

register containing 

n DGij+l occupied the register next in address to the 

DG~j, DG~+l l was next to DG~ J, and DG~\1 was next 
n n to DGJJ" Thus, one could place DGij' i=l, •··, J; j=l, ···,Jin a small 

temporary array in fast memory with a minimum amount of disk I/0. 

Equation (3.21) may be rewritten in the form 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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nm In order to evaluate bi for i=l, J it is necessary to have DG~~m 
lJ 

for all i ,j in fast memory. n-1 n-2 1 At time step n, -r . , -r. , ... , -r. for 
l l 1 

i=l, ···, J have already been evaluated and may be referenced in the 

program without causing a great deal of I/0 activity, if any. It is 

thus efficient to evaluate b~+p,m+p for any p, n-m :5._ p < 2n, at the 

same time as b~m. After some thought one arrives at the following 

scheme: 

1) at time step n determine all numbers £1, £2' • • • £ which ' q 

are integer factors of (n - 1); i.e., (n - 1)/£p is an integer; 
£1 

2) place in a small temporary storage array the values of DG .. 
lJ 

for all i,j; 

3) calculate b~(n-£1), b~n+l)(n-£1+l), ·· · , b~n+£1-l)(n-l) for 
l l l 

i=l, ···, J and accumulate them according to equation (3.23). This 

could be the same array as that used to store the tractions -rj; 

4) repeat the process for £2, £3, .... 
' 

5) at this point the sums 

n-1 

2 
m=l 

i=l, • • ·, J have been accumulated·, during the current time step and 

previous time steps. It is now possible to evaluate -r~; i=l, ···, J; 

and, 

6) proceed to the next time step. 
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Using this technique the amount of disk I/0 used in bringing 

the discrete kernels into fast memory is minimized. The process may 

be adapted to calculations for any type of elastic deformation. One 

consequence of this procedure is that DG~- for n > M/2 need only be 
lJ 

brought into fast memory once, where Mis the total number of time steps. 

For n = M/3, DG~j need only be fetched three times, etc. As a result of 

this, it may be convenient to recalculate some of the kernels DG~j for 

"large" n as they are needed, rather than calculating them all at once 

and storing them. 

The calculation just described was carried out for various 

values of Th/6t and J. Figure 3.8b displays the traction for J = 39 

and Th/6t = 25. Figure 3.8a is a plot of the analytically calculated 

traction, and Figure 3.8c is a plot of the difference of the two. The 

maximum errors appearing there, as a fraction of the maximum analytic 

traction, are at nodes 13 and 30 with errors, respectively, of 0.08 and 

·0.12. The errors elsewhere on the grid are smaller than 0.04. It is 

important to note that the largest errors are confined to small regions 

near nodes 13 and 30; i.e., the effects of the badly represented boundary 

shape are confined to the sharp corners and do not greatly affect errors 

elsewhere. 

Table 3.3 gives the maximum value of the error occurring near 

one point on the boundary for various values of J and Th/6t for Q = 1/2. 

The half power period of the traction is about T /2; there are about 

Th/46t grid points per traction half power wavelength. The specific 

node selected for each value of J was the one which had the maximum 
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Table 3.3. Maximum error in traction. 

J 

20 30 39 49 59 

5 .26 .51 .32 .57 .47 

10 .16 .17 .12 .21 .32 

15 .11 .15 .08 .11 .16 
\/tit 

20 .08 .15 .08 .09 .11 

25 .07 .15 .08 .09 .09 

j = 7 10 13 15 18 
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error for the largest value of Tn/6t . As can be seen from this table, 

the maximum error does not vary in a systematic way with increasing 

fineness of the grid, but for fixed J it does decrease for larger values 

of Tn/6t. Considering the low quality of the representation of the 

boundary shape, it is rather surprising that errors of order 10% may be 

achieved at all. It should also be noted that there are two distinct 

bad approximations affecting the errors produced in this calculation. 

The surface elements approximate the shape of boundary poorly and, in 

addition, the tractions have been taken to be constant across these 

elements. If it were desired to improve the accuracy of the technique 

for sharp corners it would be necessary to use curved surface elements 

as well as an improved method of interpolation along the boundary. The 

use of curved boundary elements alone leads to no significant improvement 

in performance. This has been verified by numerical experiment. A 

method for producing discrete kernels for curved surface elements is 

outlined in Appendix D. 

5. Conclusions 

The numerical results of this chapter and Chapter 2 and the 

specialized theoretical results of Appendix C suggest that the time 

stepping elastodynamic BIE techniques produce errors which vary in a 

systematic way for arbitrary boundary shapes. It is then possible to 

control them by proper selection of discretization parameters. For a 

well represented boundary shape the error evaluations given in this 

chapter and the previous one for the fundamental boundary value problems 
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are likely to be typical. In general, for a well represented boundary, 

the maximum error is primarily a function of the ratio of time step to 

defonnation period . For a specific application, examination of the 

results of these two chapters should indicate what this ratio should be 

for a given acceptable largest error. For many seismological problems, 

in which displacement is to be evaluated, 10 to 15 time steps per period 

are adequate. This ratio is usually quoted as a ratio of grid length 

to deformation wavelength . For Q = 1/2, 5-10 grid lengths per wave

length will yield equivalent results to those typically obtained using 

other numerical methods. In general, the BIE technique is found to be 

competitive with these other methods. 

If the boundary shape is not represented well by the set of 

surface elements, the maximum value of the error is not easily predictable 

at a given node point. The error is systematic as a function of the 

ratio of time scales and tends to be localized near the poorly represented 

part of the boundary when the ratio of time step to deformation period 

is small. Because of this it is possible to carry out calculations 

that are accurate along most of the boundary, while errors at isolated 

poorly represented points along the boundary may be rather large. This 

is an important feature since it allows one to discretize a boundary 

without using a strict requirement regarding the maximum value of the 

ratio of grid length to local radius of curvature . In order to properly 

estimate tractions near a sharply curved boundary point it is still 

necessary to represent the boundary with a large number of node points. 
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Chapter 4 

LOVE WAVE WITH TOPOGRAPHY 

1. Introduction 

This chapter describes a calculation in which an effect of 

surface topography on Love waves is evaluated. The propagating medium 

consists of a homogeneous layer over a homogeneous half-space, and the 

contacting surface is perfectly flat. The thickness of the layer is 

allowed to increase over a restricted area (see Figure 4.1 for a 

description of the medium). The deformation is assumed to be purely 

two dimensional, i.e., the Love waves are normally incident on an 

infinitely long mountain range of constant cross section. The partic

ular aspect of the problem considered in detail here is the effect 

that such surface topography can have on observationally determined 

dispersion relations in the vicinity of the mountain range. 

There have been several previous studies of Love wave propa

gation through regions of laterally varying structure. Hudson and 

Knopoff (1964) consider a problem in which Love waves propagate in a 

layered wedge with traction-free surfaces. The motion is assumed to 

be composed of Love modes only, and reflection coefficients are evaluated 

by means of an analytic integral equation method. Knopoff and Hudson 

(1964) extend this method to the problem of transmission of Love nodes 

at the contact of abutting layered quarter spaces. The absence of 

reflected waves is assumed. Alsop (1966) treats a similar problem in 

which the motion is again assumed to be composed of Love modes only. 
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Reflection and transmission coefficients are evaluated by satisfying 

the displacement continuity conditions at the quarter spaces' contact 

in a least squares sense, while equating the tractions. 

Slavin and Wolf (1970) consider problems in which a Love wave 

propagates in a layer of varying thickness overlying a perfectly rigid 
• 

half-space. In this study, boundary conditions at the free surface are 

satisfied in a least squares sense. The analysis involved is rather 

elaborate and the restriction to rigid boundary conditions at the 

bottom of the layer makes this approach unappealing for geophysical 

applications. Lysmer and Drake (1971) treat a large number of problems 

using a time harmonic finite element method. The problems are appro

priate to ocean-continent transition zones and one is quite complex, 

including a dipping slab and details of crust and upper mantle 

structure. The study is restricted in the sense that all waves 

reflected and transmitted from the finite width transition zone are 

assumed to be Love modes. Transmission and reflection coefficients 

are calculated. 

Boore (1970) treats ocean-continent type transition Love wave 

problems using a time-stepping finite difference method. The method 

employed is sufficiently accurate to determine the effect of such 

regions on dispersion relations. The incident wave is introduced 

using an initial value technique. 

Gregerson and Alsop (1974) model the horizontal refraction of 

Love waves. Hudson (1979) gives a perturbation scheme for similar 

calculations which is based on a parabolic approximation of the equations 

of motion. It assumes short horizontal wavelengths and no backscattering. 
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Minor modifications of this theory are necessary for applications to 

Love waves. 

This problem serves as an expository example for several useful 

procedures which may be employed with the BIE technique. These pro

cedures are methods of rearranging and partially solving systems of 

discrete BIEs to obtain particularly useful numerical representations 

of the dynamic behavior of the medium. These rearrangements are 

feasible because of the causal nature of the kernels used in the time 

domain BIE technique. As will be shown, this flexibility allows one 

to combine the BIE technique with available analytic methods of treating 

wave propagation problems. The resulting hybrid approach to problem 

solutions permits the economical treatment of problems not normally 

considered to be entirely within the scope of the either analytic or 

numerical methods. 

In the present problem there are two length scales of greatly 

differing magnitude: the distance of the source from the mountain 

range and the width of the mountain range. In order to examine the 

details of wave propagation in the vicinity of the mountain range, the 

discretization length scale must be considerably smaller than the 

mountain range width. The numerical problem of propagating the incident 

Love waves over a distance large compared to the mountain range width, 

with resolution at the desired discretization length, is then rather 

extreme in terms of the required storage and computation time. On 

the other hand, analytic methods are not available for treating the 

propagation problem in the vicinity of topographic relief in other 

than a perturbative sense. 
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The approach taken to the problem here uses an analytic method 

to evaluate the incident wave field in the vicinity of the mountain 

range. ABIE technique is then used to evaluate the effect of the 

topography on the propagation of the wave in the vicinity of the 

mountain range. This can be done in a straightforward manner by 

casting the numerical representation of the problem in such a fonn 

that the incident wave is identified as a separate inhomogeneous tenn 

of the discrete equations. The analytically evaluated wave field can 

then be substituted for this term. The effects of the topography on 

the waves far from the mountain range may be evaluated by analytic 

methods employing results from the numerical calculation. 

The medium in this problem will be considered to be composed 

of three homogeneous bodies: the half-space (B3 in Fig. 4.1), a 

layer of uniform thickness (B 2) and a third body (B1) representing 

the topographic relief. The tractions and displacements are continuous 

across the contacting surfaces of these bodies. There are traction

free surfaces as indicated in the figure. Consider the mechanical 

system consisting of the half-space and layer of uniform thickness. 

This medium has translational symmetry in the horizontal direction. 

If the surfaces s1 and s2 are uniformly discretized the system of 

discretized BIEs representing this medium will retain this symmetry. 

The symmetry will be manifested in identity relations among the discrete 

kernels involving the spatial indices, causing the numerical equations 

to take the form of discrete convolution equations. By applying the 

boundary conditions along the layer-half space interface (S2 in Fig. 
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4.1) these equations may be efficiently rearranged, through numerical 

operations carried out on the discrete kernels, to yield a composite 

discrete BIE along s1, the layer's upper surface. This composite BIE 

is a discrete relation between the tractions and displacements along 

s1 and it represents the dynamic behavior of the layer and half-space 

system. It is a direct formulation of the boundary value problem for 

a heterogeneous medium and is arrived at by a process of eliminating 

unknown variables appearing in the discrete BIE representation of 

the boundary value problems for the homogeneous subregions. In this 

respect, the discrete equations are manipulated in a manner somewhat 

similar to the way that analytic equations are treated. 

If this composite BIE is cast in an appropriate fonn, the 

inhomogeneous term in it may be identified as the wave which would 

be propagating in the medium if tractions along s1 were everywhere 

zero. In Sections 2 and 3 of this chapter the correspondence between 

conventional analytic and BIE treatments of the propagation problem in 

the uniform layer and half space is exaMined . In Section 2 the analytic 

BIEs representing this medium are arranged to form an analytic analog 

of the discrete composite BIE. Identification of the various quantities 

in this equation yields considerable insight into the meaning of the 

discrete, numerically evaluated operators of the composite BIE . The 

numerical operators are shown to be discrete versions of reflection 

coefficients, phase delays and so forth. The method used to produce 

the composite numerical operators is discussed in Section 3. Section 

4 discusses the manner in which the topographic body is introduced 
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into the calcuation. This is done by producing a discrete BIE 

representation of its dynamic behavior in which the traction-free 

boundary condition on its upper surface is explicitly included. 

Section 5 contains a solution to a particular wave propagation problem 

in which the incident wave is a fundamental mode Love wave. The 

dispersion curve resulting from a standard observational procedure 

is displayed there. 

2. Analytic Composite BIE 

This section contains a discussion of an analytic analog of 

the composite discrete BIE which plays a central role in the solution 

of the problem. This discussion is present primarily to make clear 

the physical meaning of discrete quantities which will appear later 

in the chapter. The analytic system of BIEs representing the motion 

of the uniform layer and half-space can be written as three equations. 

The analytic BIE representing the boundary value problem for the 

homogeneous half-space is 

(4.1) 

where u3 is the displacement at the top of the half-space and T3 is 

the traction acting there. F3 is the displacement field incident 

on the top of the half-space due to sources in the half-space. The 

operation** denotes convolutions over x1 and t. The BIE representing 
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the boundary value problem for the uniform layer may be written as two 

equations 

where u2,,2 and u1,, 1 are the displacement and traction at the bottom 

of the layer and the top of the layer, respectively. The outward 

normal is used to define traction. The source terms F2 and F1 are 

the whole-space displacements at s2 and s1 due to sources within 

the layer. The kernels G and Kare the usual singular whole-space 

influence functions 
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Note that the index i of Gi pertains to material properties. Equation 

(4.1) is coupled to equations (4.2) and (4.3) by the boundary condition 

along s2 

(4.4) 

Equations (4.1) - (4.3) may be converted to algebraic relations 

by use of the Fourier transform in x1 and t. Let 

CX) CX) 

~ ( ) J eikx1 J e-iwt ( ) d d ui k,w = ui x1,t t x1 
-oo -oo 

and likewise for ;i' ~i and fi. We then obtain 

~ -i -iy.H Gj(k,H, w) = e J 2µ ·Y • 
J J 

(4.5) 
~ -1 -iy H K1(k,H,w) = 2 e 1 

The transforms of equations (4.1) - (4.4) constitute five 

algebraic relations among the six unknown quantities: - ~ ~ ~ 
ul' Tl' u2, '2' 

u3 and T3. They may be rearranged to give a relation involving only 
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where 

(4.7) 

Let 

(4.8) 

R12 is the complex reflection coefficient for a plane SH wave incident 

from side 1 on an interface between two half-planes with material 

contrasts as at s2, at an angle 

o1 is the phase delay factor corresponding to a vertical movement 

of distance H through the plane wave field. In terms of these 

quantities 
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(4.9) 

1 = -- D 2 1 

Also, from equation (4.5) 

(4.10) 

Using these relations, equation (4.6) may be rewritten as 

(4.11) 

In order to give a simple physical interpretation of the inhomogeneous 

terms of this equation, suppose for a moment that the surface s1 were 

bonded to a half-plane occupying the region x2 < 0 and having 

material properties the same as those of the layer. The BIE for 

this half-plane would take the form 

hence, from equation (4.11), we would obtain 
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u = 1 

The physical situation is now very simole. The surface s1 is a 

fictitious surface within a half-plane of material properties µ 1,s1. 

s1 lies a distance H from s2, the contact of this half-plane with 

another half-plane with material properties µ 2,s2. The inhomogeneous 
~ 

term F1 is simply the direct SH displacement received at s1 due to 

sources between s1 and s2. F2 is the direct wave due to sources 

in that region received at s2, and o1 R12 F2 is the reflected wave 

received at s1. F3 is the direct wave received at s2 due to sources 

in the lower half-plane and 01(1 - R12 )F3 is the transmitted wave 

received at s1, the transmission coefficient being (1 - R12 ). 

In a similar manner one might regard the quantity u1 as a 

wave detected at s1 and traveling toward s2, and the quantity 

Di R12 u1 is the resulting displacement at s1 after the wave has 

traversed the distance to s2 and been reflected to s1 again. This 

leads to the familiar interpretation of Love waves in terms of 

interference phenomena. Regarding equation (4.11) as a BIE, suppose 

that 

~ ~ ~ 
F = F = F = 0 1 2 3 

Also, let the boundary condition 

'l = 0 

be satisfied. One obtains from equation (4.11) 
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(4.12) 

This relation demands either that 

or 

(4.13) 

The latter of these is the condition under which plane waves reflected 

between s1 (with reflection coefficient +1) and s2 superpose at s1 
with equal amplitude and a phase shift of 2nn. Since one propagates 

toward s1 and the other propagates away from s1, the condition of 

zero traction is satisfied at s1. Substitution from equations (4.5) 

and (4.8) into equation (4.13) yields the period equation for Love 

waves in this medium. A similar interpretation applies to the relation 

obtained for the boundary condition of vanishing displacement 

(4.14) 

In this case displacement waves superpose at s1 with equal amplitude 

and a phase shift of (2n + l)n, i.e., 

Equation (4.11) can be cast in a form similar to equation (4.1) 
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(4.15) 

or 

(4.15a) 

where 

GC(k,H,w) 

and (4.16) 

When written in this form, the transformed analytic composite BIE 

corresponds most closely to the discrete composite BIE which will be 

employed in the problem solution. The composite source term u
0

(x1,t) 

can be recognized as the solution of the propagation problem in the 

case that Tl is zero. There are several methods in common use which 

approximately invert the transforms to obtain u
0

(x1,t) for single 

values of x1 and specific sources in B2 and B3. Among these methods 

the generalized ray method and the Love mode (residue) method are also 

particularly appropriate to obtain the values of GC(x1,H,t) for x1 of 

the order of Hor greater. Since GC(x1,H,t) is the surface response 

to the layer half-space composite to a concentrated surface load it 

will be singular when x1 is zero. One role of the BIE technique in 

this problem is to obtain a smoothed discrete version of GC for small 
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x1 to use in the time stepping process to evaluate T1(x1,t). Once 

T1(x1,t) has been evaluated numerically the approximate, analytic 

forms of GC(x1,H,t) may be used to calculate the remote scattered 

wave by carrying out the integration implied in equation (4.15a) 

numerically. 

An important consequence of casting the composite BIE in the 

form of equation (4.15a) is that only limited knowledge of u
0

(x1,t) 

is required to evaluate T1(x1,t). It is necessary to know the value 

of u
0

(x1,t) only at points (x1,o) lying on s1, the subset of s1 which 

is the contact between B1 and B2 (see Fig. 4.1). This, combined with 

the BIE for B1, the topographic body, and the values of T1(x1,t) at 

points (x1,o) not on Si, is sufficient information to evaluate 

, 1(x1,t) on Si. Because of this it is feasible to use standard 

waveform modeling techniques to evaluate u
0 

for use in the numerical 

problem. This circumstance also raises the possibility of addressing 

questions which arise primarily in the context of a particular waveform 

modeling technique. For example, one might wish to determine the effect 

of the topography on a particular generalized ray which encounters the 

surface s1. For this purpose it would suffice to include only the 

contribution of that specific generalized ray in u
0

. In a similar 

manner one might consider u
0 

to be composed of particular Love modes. 

In the problem treated here, the incident wave will be taken to consist 

of waves propagating in the fundamental Love mode only. The incident 

wave may in general be taken to be the evaluation at s1 of any super

position of waves satisfying the equations of motion in B2 and B3, 
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the continuity conditions at s2 and the boundary condition of vanishing 

traction for every point (x1,o) in s1. 

3. Numerical Composite BIE 

This section is a description of the process used to construct 

the discrete version of the kernel GC(x1,H,t) of Section 2, equations 

(4.15) and (4.16). The discrete kernel will be represented by the 

numbers DGC(j,n) where n is the time index and j is the spatial index. 

The composite discrete kernel will be constructed by concatenating 

the discrete kernels analogous to the analytic ones appearing in 

equations (4.1) - (4.3). The discretization of those equations can 

be carried out using interpolation scheme 0
0 

once the surface grids 

on s1 and s2 have been selected. The grid used in the calculations 

shown here is depicted in Figure 4.2. The node points on s1 and s2 
are equally spaced at a distance L apart. They are considered to be 

centered on surface elements of length L. In the resulting discrete 

equations the summation over time indices appears as a discrete 

convolution because of the time translation property of the inter

polators. Because the node spacing is uniform and the same on s1 as 

on s2 the sums over spatial indices also appear as discrete convolutions. 

This permits the use of the FFT algorithm in carrying out manipulations 

of the discrete kernels. 

The basic discrete kernels which must be calculated are the 

numerical analogs of 2G 1(x1,o,t), 2G2(x1,0,t), 2K1(x1,H,t) and 

2G1(x1,H,t). These will be denoted, respectively, by DG 1(j ,0,n), 
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Figure 4.2. Grid for numerical calculation. Note the alignment of 
the grids on s1 and s2. 
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DG2(j,0,n), DK1(j,H ,n) and DG 1(j,H,n) for j = 0, ±1 , ••• ±J and n = 

0, · ·· , N. Notation such as DG 1(j,0,n) will be used to refer to 

individual numbers and also to represent an assemblage of numbers 

considered as a numerical operator. The action of the operator on 

another discrete quantity will be understood to be discrete convolution 

over j and n, denoted by**. The arrays DG 1(j,0,n) and DG2(j,0,n) 

are symmetric in the index j because of the uniform node spacing 

used. The arrays DK1(j,H,n) and DG 1(j,H,n) are also symmetric because 

of the alignment of the grid on s1 with respect to the grid on s2 
(see Fig . 4.2). 

The discrete operator analogous to the operator A(x1,H,t) 

will be denoted by DA(j,n). The (w,k) transform of A is defined in 

equation (4.7). The operator DA can be constructed as the convolution 

over j and n of the operator represented by 

with the operator which is inverse to 

The causal convolutional inverse of the operator DP(j,n) will be 

denoted as DPI(j,n). The inverse operator can be evaluated by the 

method described in Chapter 2, Section 2. The procedure for doing 

this, as described there, requires on the order of N2J arithmetic 
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operations to evaluate DPI(j,n) for j = 0, ±1, ·· : ,±J and n = 

0, ···, N. If the number of time steps N is large the calculation 

of DPI(j,n) can become prohibitively expensive. It is therefore worth

while to examine the possibility of economizing this calculation. 

The general features of the numerical operator DPI(j,n) are 

similar to those of the operator DGI of Chapter 2. That is, the 

individual numbers DPI(j,n) have mixed signs and decrease in absolute 

value with increasing ljl and n. For a particular large value of n, 

the maximum absolute values of DPI(j,n) occur for j in the vicinity 

The analytic analog of DPI, as a Fourier transform, is 

\JiYl\J2Y2 
PI(k, w) = 

µlyl + \J2Y2 

The inverse transform of PI(k,w) can be shown to be approximated by 

1 Cl 
'v -- (------=---a-::-

x312 (t - x IB )
312 

1 1 1 

(4.17) 

for sufficiently large positive x1, t - x1/s1 and t - x1/s2. The 
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constants c1 and c2 depend on the material properties. The important 

feature of this analog is that for fixed x1, PI(x1,t) diminishes as 

-3/2 . ( ) -3/2 t and for fixed St - x, the terms of PI x1,t decreases as x1 . 

This behavior has been found to be approximately duplicated by the 

dependence of DPI(j,n) on j and n. 

These observations suggest that for a fixed value of j it 

should be acceptable to substitute zero for DPI(j,n) for sufficiently 

large n. This large value of n will be proportional to j. Since 

DGC(j,n) will be needed for only small values of jjj in this application, 

the values of DPI(j,n) for all j and sufficiently large n may be 

set equal to zero. This permits one to truncate the inversion process 

at some time step N' and maximum number of operations required to 

evaluate DPI(j,n) will be of order N12J. The accuracy of this procedure 

has been verified by numerical experiment. 

In the case that it is required to evaluate DPI(j,n) for large 

values of j and n this procedure is not effective. In that case one 

may employ FFT-based methods to evaluate the deconvolution operator 

for the real time series DP(k,n), n = 0, ···, N. Here DP(k,n) is the 

discrete Fourier transform over the spatial index j, of DP(j,n). 

Initial numerical experiments indicate that these procedures can be 

very accurate for j f 0. The deconvolution operator for DPI(O,n) may 

be obtained trivially since these numbers are constant as a function 

of n > 0. Using the FFT deconvolution procedures, on the or<ler of 

NJ(log2N + log2J) arithmetic operations are required to evaluate 

DPI(j,n). 

• 
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Once the operator DPI(j,n) has been evaluated, the operator 

DA(j,n) may be obtained using the FFT to carry out the required discrete 

convolution. The operator DA(j,n) is displayed in Figure 4.3 for the 

parameters 

Ql = Q2/2 = 1/4 

H/L = 8 

µ2/µ2 = 4 

(4.18) 
82/ 81 = 2 

J = 63 

N = 127 

These values were selected to make various features of the operator 

clearly visible. Figure 4.4 is a plot of the operator DA after 

smoothing in j and n with a three point filter; the quantity plotted is 

Ej is the translation operator on index j. 

The operator of DA(j,n) on a displacement wave incident on the interface 

s2 from side 1 yields the reflected displacement wave at a distance H 

from the interface. The most notable feature of DA(j,n) are a large 

negative pulse at small values of j and disturbances traveling at 

velocities 82 and 81 for large values of j. These features give rise, 

respectively, to the head wave and reflected wave. Note that the 
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0 63 

Figure 4.3. The numerical operator DAj . There are two disturbances 
propagating with velocities s1 and s2. 

0 
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"reflection coefficient" for normally incident plane waves and · 

tangentially incident plane waves will be negative. For intermediate 

angles of incidence a positive plane wave can be reflected as a wave 

having positive or negative values, or both, corresponding to positive, 

negative or complex values of reflection coefficient. 

Once the operator DA(j,n) is evaluated and 

DR(j,H,n) = DK(j,H,n) ** DA(j,n) 

is evaluated, the operator DGC(j,H,nl analogous to 2GC(x1,H,t) of 

equation (4.15a) can be constructed as the convolution of 

(I+ DR(j,H,n}) ** DG1{j,n) 

with the operator inverse to 

I - DR(j,H,n) 

This operator will be termed DRI(j,H,n} and can be constructed from 

DR(j,H,n) by the methods discussed above. The method used here was 

that described in Chapter 2, Section 2. A rather interesting 

observation on this operator can be obtained by noting that 

DR(j ,H,n)_ = 0 

for Q1 n < 2H/L 

An examination of the inverse construction process of Chapter 2 then 

shows that process to be exactly equivalent to constructing DRILl,H,n) 

as 
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p 

DRI(j,H,n) = L DRn(j,H,n) 
n=O 

where OR
0 

= onO ojO 

DRm+l(J.,H,n) DR(. H ) m( ) = J , , n ** DR j , H , n 

and 

P > N LQ/2H 

so that 

n < N . 

(4.19) 

This method of obtaining DRI(j,H,n) can be recognized as a close 

numerical analog of the power series expansion leading to the analytic 

generalized ray approximation. Figure 4.5 displays the operator 

DRI(j,H,n) for the parameters of equation (4.18) and Figure 4.6 is 

a plot of the operator DGC(j,n). 

4. Numerical Representation of Topography 

In preparing a numerical representation of the topographic 

relief it is advantageous to carry out some rearrangements of the 

numerical BIE prior to the time stepping procedure. In the following 

the surface elements composing the boundary of the topographic body 

will be separated into two sets . The first set, consisting of those 

elements for which a zero traction boundary condition is posed, will 

be numbered with Greek letter indices. The second set consists of the 

base of the body, which is welded to the top of the uniform layer 
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0 63 

Figure 4.5. The reflection operator DRI (n, H, j). Three reflections 
are visible near j = o. 
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0 63 

Figure 4.6. The operator DGC~. It is the displacement at the top of 
the layer due to a point fore~ applied there. Three reflections are 
visible near j = o. They generate multiple head waves, which propagate 
with velocity s2 = 2 s1 and have alternating signs . The direct wave 
and first reflection ate dominant at the longer times shown here. At 
greater distances the multiple reflections will coalesce into a Love wave . 
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(see Fig. 4.2). The indices will run from a= 1 to A for the free 

surface and j = 1 to J for the base. The length of the surface elements 

on the base will be L, the same as the length of the elements represent-

ing the top of the layer. The length of surface elements on the top of 

the topography will be selected to be approximately L. They need not 

be of uniform length, i.e., L
0 

-:/ L13 . 

The numerical equations representing the topographic body may 

be written as 

n J A 
n I I n-m m I (DG~-m m DK~-m um) u. = DG.. T. + T + 
1 lJ J la Cl 1 Cl Cl 

m=l j=l a=l 

(4.17) 

n A J 
Un = I ) (DG:;m T; + DK:;m u;) + I (DGn:m T~ + DKn:m u~) al 1 Cll 1 ~ 

m=l f3= 1 j=l 

The fact that the kernels DK~. vanish has been employed here. Since 
lJ 

the boundary condition at the top of the body is 

m 
T = Q 

Cl 

it is possible to rearrange these two relations into a form 

n J 

I I 
m=l j=l 

(4.18) 



n u. 
l 

= 

n J 

I I 
m=l j=l 
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(4.19) 

The first of these equations gives the response at a point on the top 

of the topographic body due to a distribution of tractions on the base. 

The second gives the displacement at the base of the Qody due to 

tractions acting there. The second relation is particularly convenient 

for use in a time stepping procedure to evaluate tractions and displace

ments along the base since it is not necessary to evaluate displacements 

along the top at the same time. Once the tractions acting on the base 

have been evaluated, displacements along the top may be calculated in a 

straightforward manner using the FFT to carry out convolutions over the 

time indices. 

The rrocess of calculating the discrete kernels DGB~j and 

DGTn. in equations (4.19) and (4.18) is rather tedious and will not be 
a J 

discussed in detail here. The procedures for efficiently carrying out 

most of this operation have been described in previous chapters and 

only one additional process need be used. It will be discribed here. 

It involves rearrangement of an equation of the form 

n A 
n , , DKn-m m 

ua - L L a8 US 
m=l s=l 

into a relation of the form 

n u 
a 

= 

n A 

I I 
m=l s=l 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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Upon substitution of equation (4.21) into equation (4.20) one obtains 

A 
Eo I DK0 Eo = 0a8 a8 ay y8 

y=l 

(4.22) 
A n-1 A 

En I DK0 En = I I DKn-m Em n > 1 a8 ay y8 ay y8 
y=l m=O y=l 

If the time step has been selected to be small enough that 

28tit < min L 
(l 

(4.23) 
(l 

and the node points r 
-a 

are centered on their respective surface elements, 

one finds 

DK0 = 0 a8 

Since E~ 8 , p ~ n, does not appear on the right-hand side it is possible 

to evaluate E~8recursively using equation (4.22). If the time step 

is larger than this it is still possible to evaluate E:8, but it is 

necessary to evaluate a square matrix inverse to oa8-DK~8. For 

reasonable sized time steps and well-represented boundaries this matrix 

is diagonally dominant and its inverse is easily approximated. For 

the calculations shown here condition (4.23) was satisfied. In carrying 

out the recursive process implied by equation (4.22), a time stepping 

procedure similar to that described in Chapter 3, Section 4 was used to 

reduce computer I/0 time. 
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An interesting point regarding the discrete kernels DGB~. arises 
lJ 

from consideration of the reciprocity theorems of elastodynamics (see 

Fung (1965), p. 433). Because the surface elements i and j both lie 

on a straight line and are therefore oriented parallel to each other, 

one may deduce that, if DGB~. were calculated by discretizing an exact 
lJ 

Green's function for the topographic body with appropriate boundary 

conditions, then 

n n 0GB.. = DGB .. 
lJ Jl 

(4.24) 

This relation does not actually hold for the kernels produced by the 

methods used here because DK~ ; DKn., DG~ ; DGn . , and DKn
0

; DK: . 
la al la al aµ µa 

This relation is approximately satisfied for well-represented boundaries 

and can be used to detect large errors in the 

reduce the number of computations required to 

values DGB~. or to 
lJ 

n evaluate DGBij • In the 

numerical exa~ple to be shown here the topographic body was taken to 

be a right rectangle. The accuracy of this procedure for evaluating 

DGB~. was independently verified by calculating these numbers using 
lJ 

an image source series. The errors were small at nodes not lying near 

the corners of the base. The errors at the corners were about 10%. 

Since the base had a large number of nodes the effect of these isolated 

errors were small. 

Alternative methods could easily be used to represent the 

topographic body. Any procedure which produces a dependable relation

ship between tractions and displacements along the base of the topo

graphic body could be employed as well as the one here. Numerical 
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relations which can be explicitly time stepped are the ones most easily 

combined with the layered half-space BIE. 

5. Solution Processes 

With application of the continuity conditions on s1, the numerical 

equations are 

u~ = - I I DGB~:m T~ 
J m i Jl 1 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

( 4. 27) 

where,~ is the traction acting on s1 at the top of the layer. The numbers 

DGTn. are the responses at points on the traction-free portion of B 
al 1' 

with node index a, due to a traction on the base, with node index i. 

If the number of nodes of the base of B1 is J, the 

indices j and i in equations (4.25) and (4.26) range fro~ 1 to J. The 
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first of these equations represents the motion at the base of B1 due to 

tractions acting there. The second gives the motion at the top of the 

layer. Elimination of u; between these equations yields 

21 
m i 

where 

n n n DX . . = DGB . . + DGC · . . lJ lJ 1-J 

This equation can be solved for.~ by several methods. Since 
J 

0 DX . . = 2LQ
1
o .. /µ 

lJ lJ 

(4.28) 

it can be solved by an explicit time stepping method. One can also evaluate 

the inverse operator DXI~j by methods similar to those used to evaluate 

the operator DGI in Chapter 2. There is an additional complication in 

that equation (4.28) is not a convolution in the spatial indices. This 

is the process employed here. Another approach which is appropriate for 

questions regarding periodic motions may be pursued by applying a 

discrete Fourier transform to equation (4.28). This yields the equation 

L -m ~m DX . . T. = 
lJ J 

( 4. 29) 

j 

Successful discretizations will yield operators DX~j which are symmetric, 
-m or approximately symmetric, in i and j. The matrices DX .. are thus 

lJ 

complex and approximately symmetric. There is a possibility that 



-m Det (DX .. ) = 0 
lJ 
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corresponding to the existence of eigenmodes of the mechanical system at 

frequency wm for which the displacement on s1 vanishes. This does not 

appear to be a likely occurrence in the problem considered here. 

6. Solution for a Rectangle 

The operators DGT~j' DGC~ and DXI~j were calculated for the 

physical parameters 

Bl = 3.85 km/sec 

3.00 gm/cm 3 
Pl = 

B2 = 4.75 km/sec 

p2 = 3.65 gm/cm3 

H = 11 km 

The topographic body was a right rectangle of thickness 4 km and length 

32 km. The velocity and density there were the same as for the layer. 

These parameters are appropriate for a thick oceanic crust. The cutoff period 

for model is 3.4 sec., with a horizontal wavelength of 16.2 km. 

The discretization parameters are 

L = 1 km 

tit = 0 .130 sec 

Ql = 0.50 

Q2 = 0.62 
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The operator DGC was truncated at 256 time steps and 128 node points. 

This included approximately five reflections from the surface s2 to the 

surface s1. The reflection coefficient at normal incidence is -0 .20. 

The critical angle is 54° so, in plane wave terms, there are reflections 

between points on s1 which are near the critical angle, where the 

operators DGB~- and DGTn. were 
lJ al 

reflection coefficient is +1.0 . 

truncated after 512 time steps. 

The 

The operator DXI~j was calculated for 

512 time steps, enough time for six reflections between endpoints of the 

topographic body along a ray path reflecting from s2. The traction on 

S 1 is given by 

n = _, ' 
'i L L 

m j 

( 4 . 30) 

Some characteristics of the operator DXI~j can be deduced from 
n n the properties of 0GB .. and DGC .. One can easily show that for n > 0 
lJ J 

J 
' DGB~. = (2 Int(n/K) + 1) LQ/µ L lJ 
j=l 

(4.31) 

where Int(p) is the largest integer in p and K is the number of time 

steps required for a vertically traveling pulse to travel twice the 

thickness of the topographic rectangle. Also 

J 

' DGC~ . = LQ/µ L 1-J 
j=l 

for O < n2._min((i-l/2),(J + 1/2 - i))/Q 

(4 . 32) 
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For larger values of n the sum in equation (4.32) has pulses corres

ponding to reflections from s2 and decays to zero as n ➔ 00 • Some 

arithmetic reveals that the spatial sum of the inverse operator 

J 

sx~ = " DXI~. J L., lJ 
j=l 

will be dominated at long times by a series of terms resembling numerical 

time derivative operators which decay rapidly. Specifically 

Int(n/K ' ) 
< CIR! ( 4 . 33) 

where C is some constant of order µ/LQ, R is the reflection coefficient 

at nonnal incidence, and K' = K + H/ s1tit. 

This decay may be interpreted as the result of waves in the 

topographic body propagating into the half-space and leaving the vicinity 

of s1. Since very long period Love waves will have small horizontal wave 

numbers, this behavior of SXj suggests that only a finite number of time 

levels of the inverse operator are needed to model arbitrarily long 

period Love waves. Since K' in the present problem has the va~ue sixty, 

512 time levels of the operator DXI~j are probably sufficient to evaluate 

the tractions for any period of incident Love wave. Thus, equation (4.30) 

will be assumed to hold for any incident wave if zeroes are substituted 
n for DXI . . for n greater than 512 . 
lJ 

Once the tractions on s1 have been evaluated from equation (4.30) 

the displacements on the traction free surfaces may be obtained from 

equations (4.25) and (4.26). The incident wave used here was not of a 
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form encountered in seismic studies. It was a Gaussian pulse of large 

bandwidth at station A in Figure 4.7 and evolved according to the 

uniform layer and half space dispersion relation as it propagated 'toward 

station D. In this manner it was possible to obtain long period infor

mation without the use of very long time series in the calculations. Phase 

velocities calculated from the incident wave for 512 time steps and 

station spacing as in Figure 4.7 reproduced the theoretical phase 

velocities used in its construction to an accuracy greater than 0.1%. 

The incident wave traversed the length of the topographic body 

in about 120 time steps and tractions evaluated from (4.30) were about 

1% of their peak value near time step 512, the end of the calculated 

time series. For long times the tractions were dominated by a disturbance 

with a period of about 8 seconds, or sixty time steps, corresponding to 

the travel time for a wave propagating between the surface s2 and the 

top of the rectangle. At times when the incident wave was propagating 

past the rectangle the tractions displayed large values near the corners 

of the rectangle's base. The values there were five to eight times as 

large as the values found at the center of the base and the value of the 

tractions varied smoothly across the base. The strong stress concen

trations had primarily short period components. 

Information concerning the displacements calculated at stations 

A to Dare given in Figures 4.8a to 4.8d, respectively . The phase and 

amplitude plotted there are those of u(x,w)/u
0

(x,w), where u(x,w) is 

the displacement calculated in the presence of topography and u
0

(x,w) 

is the incident displacement at the same horizontal position. The most 
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I 
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BE TR =4. 75 KM . /S EC. 

RHO =3. 65 GM. /CC. 

Figure 4.7 The positions of hypothetical seismometers 

are indicated by t he symbol V. They are 16 km. apart . 

The inciden t wave travels from left to right. 
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prominent feature of the amplitude information is the absence of sig

nificant amplification for periods more than about 10 seconds. The 

actual values of the spectral amplitudes for these periods may be 

inaccurate due to the short length of the time series used, but it 

appears certain that large amplifications actually occur. 

Significant alterations to the phase of the wave occurred for 

all periods considered here. These alterations were sufficiently large 

to make the phase velocities, detennined from the calculated displacements 

using a two station method, inaccurate for determining the dispersion 

relation for the uniform layer - half space waveguide. At a period of 

100 seconds the calculated phase velocity for station pair A-D was 4.2 

km/sec, giving an error of about 9%. It is estimated that another 

station at least 300 km away from the topographic body would be required 

to give accurate information regarding the nature of the half space at 

periods greater than 20 sec. 

The incident waves for stations A to Dare given in Figure 4.9, 

along with the displacements calculated in the presence of the topographic 

body. The maximum change in the amplitude of the main pulse occurred 

at station C, with an increase of 7%. The pulse has been shifted to 

slightly later times at stations Band C. The magnitude of the time 

shift is nearly the same as the vertical travel time through the topo

graphic rectangle. There is a small coda following each pulse, which 

is responsible for the greatly altered spectral amplitudes in Figure 4.8. 

The hybrid analytic-BIE method employed here may be adapted to 

other problems involving lateral heterogeneities. For problems involving 
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Figure 4.9. Incident waveform and wave with topography 
for stations A to Din Figure 4.7. The top trace in each 
pair is the incident wave. This figure indicates the effect 
of topography on the long period components of the incident 
wave. 
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abutting layered quarter spaces one could numerically evaluate surface 

Green's functions for the two surfaces of the quarter spaces using 

adaptations of the techniques shown here. These Green's functions would 

give the displacement at the surface of the quarter space due to a 

traction applied at some point which would be in contact with the other 

quarter space. The incident wave would be introduced analytically 

through the displacement and stress it would produce at the interface 

in the absence of lateral heterogeneities. By matching boundary con

ditions of stress and displacement at the interface the true traction 

and displacement is obtained. The reflected and transmitted waves may 

be evaluated by integration of the true boundary values with appropriate 

Green's functions. The treatment of complicated transition zones could 

be carried out by introducing a finite transition zone between the 

layered quarter spaces. A complicated model of a transition zone would 

probably be easiest to obtain using a volume girdding method. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 

This thesis contains some of the basic steps which are required 

in the development of the time domain BIE technique for applications to 

geophysical problems. Previous works on BIE methods have dealt with 

static or time harmonic deformations and are not easily applied to the 

propagation of broad band transient waves as found in the earth. The 

method has been shown to be accurate for waves with periods which are fairly 

1ong compared to the time step size. The range of applicability includes 

all but the high frequency end of the seismic band, where ray methods 

are more appropriate. The method is versatile and may be readily combined 

with several propagation modeling techniques which are in common use 

today. 

This study of the BIE technique for transient two-dimensional 

SH waves has amassed sufficient information to allow a prediction of 

the performance of the method for a large class of applications. For 

the simple scattering problems of Chapter 2 and 3, when the traction 

boundary value is specified and the incident waves are known exactly, 

the displacement boundary value may be evaluated to a pointwise accuracy 

of about 5% when the ratio of period to time step is about 10. When 

the traction is evaluated, pointwise errors of 10% may be obtained for 

a period to time step ratio of 15. These numbers vary considerably, 

depending on the boundary shape and nature of the incident wave. For 

application to a particular scattering problem, it would be best to 

examine the relevant test solutions and the accompanying discussions of 

errors. 
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The errors quoted here are fundamentally different from the 

usual numerical error estimates in that they are errors in boundary 

values. The performance of a numerical method is usually discussed in 

tenns of errors evaluated at points in the interior of a body. The 

errors quoted here are thus not strictly quantitatively comparable to 

generally used error definitions. The general behavior of errors as 

a function of discretization parameter~ is quite similar to that found 

in volume gridding methods. More finely sampled deformations and better 

represented boundary shapes will always produce smaller solution errors. 

The errors are generally proportional to the ratio of time step and 

period. Some details of this behavior are discussed in Appendix C. 

In addition to accuracy of the method, the order of operations 

counts plays an important role in the selection of numerical methods. 

The most expensive type of calculation with the method described here 

is one in which it is desired to evaluate the traction on a completely 

unsyrrrnetric boundary by time stepping for a long time interval. If N 

is the number of time steps and J is the number of node points, a 

calculation of this type requires on the order of N2J2 arithmetic 

operations in the time stepping process. If the problem is solved in 

the Fourier time transform domain on the order of NJ 3 operations are 

required, assuming that a Gaussian elimination method is used. If the 

boundary is a line or a circle N2J operations may be needed for a time 

stepping solution, or as little as NJ operations may be needed for a 

frequency domain solution. For comparison to volume gridding methods, 

note that wave sampling with J boundary node points is roughly equivalent 

to the use of J2 volume node points. 
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For problems involving material heterogeneities other than 

cavities, where both traction and displacement boundary values must be 

evaluated, the error estimates for similarly shaped cavity boundary 

problems are probably applicable. Error estimates for the boundary 

values of contacting half-planes may be found in Cole, Kosloff and 

Minster (1978). Investigations involving curved contacts between dif

ferent materials have not been carried out in sufficient detail to 

make a general quantitative statement. For cases of contact between 

materials with greatly differing properties, the cavity problems give 

valid error estimates. 

Considerable emphasis has been placed here on methods of manip

ulating and solving discrete BIEs. It is through these techniques that 

one obtains the ability to create hybrid methods of solving problems, 

such as the Love mode-BIE method in Chapter 4. The material presented 

here is by no means the last word on the topic. For example, the use 

of the numerical analogs of equations (4.9) and (4.10) in Chaoter 4 

could significantly decrease the computation time involved in that 

problem. If an FFT based method is used to calculate inverse operators 

there, this eliminates the most expensive operators involved in that 

computation. Undoubtedly, there are a great many things that can be 

done to make the technique more generally useful. 

There are other analytic, numerical and seminumerical methods 

with which the BIE technique may be combined. It appears that combina

tions with volume gridding methods are possible where the BIE method 

provides a "boundary formula" (Zienkiewicz (1977)) for the other 
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numerical methods. This boundary condition would in actuality be an 

equation of motion for the region exterior to the volume treated by 

finite difference or finite element methods. This region could be, for 

example, a layered medium or a whole-space. The Kirchhoff integral method 

{_Berryhill (1979)) may be regarded as a hybrid between the analytic BIE 

method and geometric ray theory. Similarly, there may be useful methods 

in which the BIE technique is approximated to give boundary values from 

formulae which do not deal with the entire surface of a homogeneous 

body, but only small and connected portions of it. Such a method would 

be appropriate for the higher frequency waves which could be described 

by time stepping methods. The combination of the BIE method with 

generalized ray theory was discussed in Chapter 4. Even more complicated 

combinations are feasible. For example, problems involving localized 

but very complicated regions in a regular structure could be treated 

using BIE methods to create surface Green's functions for regular 

portions of the medium. The correspondence between BIE and analytic 

methods could be employed to introduce a highly evolved, analytically 

evaluated, incident wave, and propagation through the irregular region 

could be treated with a hybrid finite difference-BIE method. The 

scattered wave could be evaluated by the BIE method near the irregularity 

or by semi-analytic methods if a remote scattered wave were desired. 

The versatility of the BIE approach is a result of the preser

vation of important symmetry properties of the analytic Green's functions 

during the discretization process and the use of a time domain formula

tion. The accuracy of the method is due to the careful selection of 
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interpolation methods. Upon extension to plane strain and three

dimensional elastic motions the versatility will be retained. This 

provides a powerful incentive for the further development of the method. 

The principal question arising in these extensions is one of accuracy. 

It appears that the piecewise constant traction interpolation used here 

is appropriate for use in all types of deformations. The utility of 

the displacement interpolation method which is linear in time and piece

wise constant in space is more uncertain. The interpolation of displace

ments in time should, by the line of reasoning given in Chapter 3, be 

linear in time. It may also be necessary to use linear interpolation 

in space. 

The generalization of the method given here to the other deforma

tion types is straightforward. The analytic evaluation of discrete 

kernels for the general elastic case is a formidable barrier, however. 

For the general elastic case there are, for each source-receiver pair, 

nine kernels of the type DG (see equations (1.13) and (1.14)) and twenty

seven of the type DK. Symmetry properties of the Green's tensors can 

decrease these numbers to six and eighteen, respectively, but these 

numbers are still large and the Green's tensor contains several non

equivalent terms. 

An alternative to the straightforward generalization is possible. 

Instead of dealing with integral equations for displacements, one could 

use displacement potential integral equations. In Cartesian coordinates 

the displacement potentials obey scalar wave equations and they are 

coupled only a boundaries. This greatly reduces the number of discrete 
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kernels to be evaluated and simplifies their analytic evaluation 

enormously. The drawback to this approach is that tractions will involve 

the second normal derivatives of potentials at a boundary. These 

derivatives do not appear in the integral equations. They may be 

evaluated from the scalar equations of motion in terms of tangential 

and time derivatives of potentials. Numerical differentiation of the 

boundary values can thus permit one to treat problems involving the 

boundary values of traction. The consequences of particular inter

polation schemes for this approach are unknown, and requirements on the 

accuracy of boundary representation will probably be more severe. 
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APPENDIX A 

EVALUATION OF SINGULAR INTEGRALS 

We wish to evaluate the limits 

CX) 

S.!.(!'.:-1 't) = lim lim I_ I g(.!:_.t;.l'.o.to) .!.(!'.:o, t
0

)dS
0
dt

0 E:-+0 _!:_+.!:.1 t
0
-o S(_!:_1,E) 

(A.1) 

CX) 

S~(_!:_1,t) = lim lim I I ~(~,t0 ) • ~ (_!:_, t; .!:.a , t O) 
E:-+0 _!:_+.!:.1 t

0
=o S(_!:_1,E) 

• n(r )dS dt ---o O 0 
(A.2) 

If .!:.i is located on a portion of aB which satisfies the 

Liapunov smoothness conditions locally there is a continuously dif

ferentiable function h(R,e) and constants A and o such that 

z = h(R,e) l+c jh(R,e)j <AR , 0 < o ~ 1 (A.3) 

is a description of aB about _!:_1. The coordinates (z,R,e) refer to a 

cylindrical coordinate system centered on .!:.l with the z-axis parallel 

to D_(_!:_1) (see Figure 1.lb). 

It will be assumed that ~(_!:_,t) and .!_(_!:_,t) satisfy Holder 

conditions as a function of space about (_!:_,t) i.e., 

(A.4) 
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and likewise for ~(.!::_1,t). C is a constant. It will also be assumed 

that.!.. and ;t ~ satisfy Holder conditions near (.!::_1,t) as a function 

of time. 

To show that ST= 0 it is only necessary to demonstrate that 

a representative term of ST is zero, e.g., ST;*= 0 where 

= l i m l i m J~ J T 

£-+0 .!::_➔.!::_l t =o S(r £) 
0 -1' 

(A.5) 

The other type of term of~ has the same order of singularity, since 
2 !y,y./y I~ 1, and its integral in the limit must also be zero. , J 

If the order of integration of (A.5) is reversed and the 

integration over time is carried out one obtains 

ST ,*(r1,t) , - (A.6) 

Since T satisfies a Holder condition as a function of time an expression 

similar to (A.4) holds; 

where 
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Thus an expansion of Ti about (!:_1,t) is possible which is of the fonn 

as.!:_+ .!:_1. Since yy-l < y-l as y + 0 it is sufficient to show that 

lim lim 
t+O .!:_+..!:.1 

The vanishing of less singular contributions then follows. 

In the local coordinate system, if..!:.+ ..!:.l along the z-axis 

using (A.3) for small R
0 

1 
y = 1 

[ 2 2]1/2 
R + 21 

0 

where z' = I.!:. - ..!:.11. Also, 

dS = [1 + O(R 0)]R dR de 
0 0 0 0 

(A. 7) 

Neglecting the higher order, less singular terms, the integral in (A.7) 

becomes 
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E 

lim lim 21r f 
E-+0 z '-+O JR =o 

0 

This proves (A.7) and therefore S..!_*(!_1,t) = 0 and S..!_(!_1,t) = 0. The 

proof of (A.7) is easily extended to show that 

for E; > 0 

= 0 

In evaluating S~(!,.1,t) we note that the only possible nonzero 

contributions will come from terms of~ of the form 

and 
y.o.k 

o(t-t -y/a) 1
] 

0 y 

since all other terms are of order 1/y as y ➔ 0 and a.!:Uat satisfies 

a Holder condition. The dot product of n(r) with terms of this form ---o 

gives three types of singular terms; 

and 

A property of the Liapunov surface is that for r1,r EaB 
- --0 

(A.8) 
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so the first two terms of (A.8) are of the order l/y2-o as! ➔ !land 

by the previous arguments give no contribution to the integral of (A.2) 

in the limit. The only remaining singular integrals are then of the 

form 

Ui (_!:o,t-y/o;) 
-----..--- y . n k do 

y l 0 
(A.9) 

First, the function ~(.!'.:o,t-y/o:) may be expanded about (.!:_1,t) and the 

higher order tenns discarded as before. 

smoothly about .!:_1; 

Thus (A.9) is equivalent to 

The normal n(r) also varies --o 

(A.10) 

It is easily seen from symmetry arguments that the tangential components 

of x._, when integrated on a circle about .!:_l in (A.10), will given no 

contribution to the integral, so (A.10) is equivalent to 

(A.11) 
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By use of the expressions for y and dS
0 

in the local coordinate system 

one obtains from (A.11) the equivalent integral 

where higher order terms have been discarded. This is easily shown 

to equal -2Tiuk(.!:_1,t). If the various terms of the form (A.9) are 

surruned one obtains the result 

= 

In the case that the boundary does not satisfy the Liapunov 

smoothness conditions at the receiver point .!:_1, these results may be 

modified. It can be shown, by methods similar to those used above, that 

S, is zero at corners formed by the nontangential intersection of regular 

surfaces. Su is altered at such a corner, and its value appears to 

depend in a complex way upon the geometric parameters. In the numerical 

calculations it is not necessary to place receiver points at corners. 

See Banaugh (1962) for a limited discussion of such corners. 
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APPENDIX B 

TREATMENT OF INITIAL VALUES 

In this appendix the problem of simplifying the introduction 

of nonzero initial values into the analytic BIE (1.7) is considered. 

The initial value portion of £(~,t) will be called l(r,t). From (1.4) 

_!_(_r:,t) = ~ p {§(_r:,t;_r:,,,t0 ) • 
3

~
0 

!!(_r:,,,t0 )) dV0 

t =O 
0 

~(r,t;..!:o,t0 )) dV0 

for r f B'. B does not change with time. 

t =O 
0 

(B.1) 

The Green's function considered here will be the free-space 

solution of (1.3) which is given in (1.4a). The first term of (B.l) 

is due to nonzero initial velocities and will not be considered here. 

The second term will be identified as ~(r,t) and is due to nonzero 

initial displacements. Differentiating~ once with respect to time 

and noting that ~ is a function of (t- t
0

) only, one obtains upon 

assuming that the differentiation may be taken under the integral; 

(B.2) 
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a2 Substituting from (1.3) for p-- G in this equation gives 
at 2 = 

0 

o(t-t) o(r--1:.n)Ju.(r ,t) dV
0 0 - ---v l -0 0 

t =O 
0 

(B.3) 

Proceeding toward application of the divergence theorem in the usual 

manner, we find 

(B.4) 

Each of the terms of this quantity is to be evaluated at t 0 = O; 

let 

Then (see (l.4b)) 



cipqs Gqj,s p u. 
0 0 l 

k-p IKipj ui l 
o t =O 

0 

= 

t =O 
0 

a ---
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IG . qJ 0 l 0 + . qs GqJ 
t =O 0 • 

0 
0 qs,s 
t =O o 

0 

(B.5) 

Upon substituting this into (B.3) and applying the divergence 

theorem, 

for r f B. 

- G .(r,t;r ,O) o0 (r ) n (r )) dS
0 qJ - -0 qp -0 p -0 

Integrating in time from O - E to t + E, and using the time 

translation property of§, one obtains 
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12.(r.,tl = t ~t:o {l(c0 l • ~(r.,t,r0 ,t0 l • ii(r0 l 

0 

(B. 7) 

r € B 

The first integral of this expression is of the same form as 

the first term of (1.4). Upon taking the limit as r + aB the treatment 

of the singularity may be carried out in the same manner (see Appendix 

A). In the limit as r + aB one obtains the principle value of the 

integral minus ½u 0 (r). The third term can be evaluated without con

sidering the limit in detail to be u0 (r). The second term is the 

displacement field due to the disequilibrium of the initial values, 

represented by the body force equivalent H(t) y_ • ~0
. This term is 

zero if the body is initially in a state of static equilibrium. The 

BIE with these terms included and zero initial velocities takes the 

simpler form 
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l/2(u(r,t) - u0 (r)) = 

• (f(r ,t ) + H(t ) v • cl)) dV
0 

dt
0 ---o O O --0 = (B.8) 

From (B .8) it can be seen that if the elastic body is initially 

in a state of static equilibrium a redefinition of reference for the 

displacement and stress relative to the initial state permits treat

ment of initial value problems in a straightforward way. If the initial 

velocities are zero but v • o0 is not zero the equivalent body force = 
term should be included . If T and u are known on aB the displacement 

at a point!.. EB' may be evaluated by calculating the integrals in 

this equation and dropping the factor of 1/2 on the left-hand side. 
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APPENDIX C 

CONVERGENCE FORD FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL 
0 

BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR THE HALF PLANE 

The~ priori estimation of errors involved in the numerical 

technique presented here is of considerable practical interest. The 

method is different from the familiar volume gridding methods in that 

the iterative operator is nonlocal, its elements do not depend on 

the discretization parameters in a simple way and the process of 

numerical differentiation is substantially absent. Lacking clear 

analogies to other well-studied methods, it is important to see what 

effects the various approximations have in general. Since the general 

error estimates will involve some unknown coefficients it is equally 

important to compare numerical and exact solutions to a number of 

representative problems. 

The analytic antiplane strain BIE, equation (1.9) may be 

written in the operational form 

U(.!:_,t) = LG(aB;.!:_,t) • T - LK(aB;.!:_,t) • u + 2F(.!:_,t) (C.l) 

The linear functionals LG and LK are defined in equation (1.9) and 

depend on aB and the particular Green's function in use. When this 

equation is discretized the displacement u and traction Tare replaced 

by their approximations u* and,*. Also, since the inhomogeneous term 
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F must be represented discretely in any numerical calculations it is 

approximated in some manner by F*. The boundary aB may be approximated 

to any desired accuracy by DB while the number of node points is held 

constant. (A simple redefinition of the interpolators is required.) 

The discrete kernels may be calculated to an accuracy limited only by 

the word size and the accuracy of any library functions in use. Since 

the relevant calculations need only be carried out once for a given 

elastic body and interpolation scheme, it is useful to assume that the 

discrete kernels are calculated exactly. In any case, near the 

singularity they must be calculated from analytic formulae, which will 

presumably be of very high accuracy. Under these circumstances the 

discretized BIE is the algebraic version of 

u*(r.,t) = LG(aB;r.,t) • T* - LK(aB;r.,t) • u* + 2F*(rJ.,t ) 
-J n -J n -J n - n 

(C.2) 

j = 1, J 

n = 1, N 

The order of accuracy of this equation is then the order of quantity 

n 
£. 
J 

= 

where u, T and F satisfy (C.l) exactly and 

(C.3) 
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The order of E,n is easily found as follows: the effect of the error 
J 

F-F* is apparent. If F* is evaluated numerically from its initial 

value-body force definition one should be careful to maintain errors 

smaller than those due to the interpolation scheme. Since the Green's 

function has strong variation near the backward characteristic surface 

of the receiver point, the errors from this portion of the integral 

are dominant. The order of Ejn is then determined by the local order 

of accuracy, the order of accuracy of the interpolation scheme. For 

interpolation scheme D
0

, defined in equations {3.5) and (3.6) 

u - u* 

wheres is an arc length along aB and Lis the spatial discretization 

length. Therefore 

(C.3a) 
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The relation (C.3) shows that the discretization method is 

consistent in a conventional sense for any reasonable interpolators. 

To carry the analysis further some specializations are necessary. If 

the elastic body is the half plane y > y1 equation (C.1) has the form 

+ 2F(x,t) (C.4) 

(The argument y1 has been dropped.) The Fourier transform with respect 

to x of this equation is; 

t 

u(k,t) = ; J J
0

(ks(t-t
0

)) ;(k,t
0

)dt
0 

+ 2F(k,t) 
0 

(C.5) 

J
0 

is the Bessel function of zeroth order (Gradshteyn, P. 953, 8.411.8). 

The discretized version is the same with u, T and F replacetl by their 

approximations u*, T*and F*. A notable feature of this equation is 

that since 

The integral is insensitive to wave number components of ;(k,t
0

) for 
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ks(t-t) >> 1, whenever T(k,t) is well behaved as !kl+~. As a result 
0 

the large wave number errors in T* do not affect the accuracy of the 

integral after a sufficiently large number of time steps. This result 

is, of course, just a restatement of the properties of the medium and 

mode of propagation and it is expected to hold for most boundaries. 

Similar results are found when the high frequency effects in displace

ment integrals are examined. 

Equation (C.5) is in a form suitable for stability analysis. 

If~* and F* are specified and u* is to be calculated, it is clearly 

true that the iterative process is stable for a flat boundary. If 

u* is specified and~* is to be evaluated, there is a possibility of 

instability. Consider the equation fork= o. Let 

a, 

u (t) = J u(x,t)dx 
-co 

From (C.5) we obtain 

u (t) 
t 

= f J :; (t )dt + 2F(t) 
µ_ 0 0 

0 

the solution for Tis 

= l!. __£.._ (u(t) - 2F(t)) Bat 

(C.6) 

(C.6a) 
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The discretized version of (C.6) for interpolators D
0 

is 

where 

n 

Lr1 = s~t I :ti + 2F1 

Lr1 = L 2 
j=-c,:, 

1 

u. n 
J 

(C. 7) 

(This relation can be deduced by summation of the discrete equation 

(2.16) over i.) The analog of (C.6a) is readily found from (C.7) to 

be accurate to order bt; 

-n 
T 

-n -n-1 
2 F -F ) 

~t (C.7a) 

Tn is dependent only on the data at time levels n and n-1, so this 

particular scheme is stable for sufficiently small wave numbers. If 

one were to use a different interpolation method for,* the result 

would not necessarily be the same. For example, if Tn(t) were linearly 

varying in time, as Un is in equation (3.5) we would have 

where 

E~f(m) = f(m + b) 



and where 

-1 
n tn[lnl 

179 

-2 112 1 -1 + [n -1] ]+ 2 sin (n) 

1 2 1/2 
nlnl 2 [n- -1] , lnl ~ 1 

1T 

4 I nl ~ 1 

and k = li-jl. 

For this interpolator 

-n 
u 

The solution for -=rn is 

or 

-n 
T = -n-1 + ~ 

- T S 

1 

u -u _ 2 F - F 
(
-n -n-1 -n -n-1 l 

t:.t t:.t 

n-1 

Tn • f;t (un - 2 ,-n + (-1)" 2 2 (-l)m (Um - 2 Fm i) 
m=l . 

This solution for -=rm is clearly unacceptable; from (C.10) it is 

readily seen that arbitrarily large errors of -=rn may be made to 

persist for all time, for example by setting 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C.10) 
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m > 1 

n > 1 

Equation (C.9) more closely represents the actual numerical iteration, 

so in terms of machine manipulations the solution would be 

-n 
1" = n > 1 

This process is marginally stable in theory and has been found to be 

unstable in practice. The type of divergence arising is global; one 

finds that after many time steps 

a > 0 

where the constants Cj are all of the same sign. For a bonded inter

face the two interpolation schemes give identical results when solved 

for un but the linear traction interpolators again produce divergent 

tractions. 

A complete stability analysis of the approximated version of 

(C.5) should include all wave numbers k. This cannot be carried out 

analytically due to the appearance of the special function J
0

. It 

is possible, however, to argue that the type of divergence shown above 

may be typical and detectable by the zero wave number analysis. First 



note that 

and 

' DG~ .• ~ = L J-1 J 
i 

n u. 
J 

2F~ 
J 
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A realistic discrete kernel DG should have DG~. ~ 0 for small n. In 
1J 

the iterative solution for,*, then 'j will depend on an average 

over i f n-,1 n-2 i 0 T. 
' 

T . 
' l 1 = j' j ± 1, j ± 2. That is, there is only 

"weak" numerical differentiation along the boundary. n 2 F~ If u. -
J J 

is smoothly varying with respect to j, any large wave number oscillations 

of the tractions will be smoothed out in the iterative process. Thus, 

it seems unlikely that divergence of the form 'j =, Cj(-l)j+n(l+a)n 

could occur, and any instability would be caused by badly approximating 

the derivative with respect to time in (C.6a). 

It is possible to demonstrate that D
0 

produces a convergent 

algorithm for the two fundamental boundary value problems of the half 

plane. For the first problem, in which the traction is specified, it 

is sufficient to note that the error estimates (C.3) and (C.3a) give 

a bound for u* - u proportional to lit and L. Therefore, if -r(x,t) 

is sufficiently differentiable u*(x,t) + u(x,t) as L + 0 with B~t/L 

held constant. 

The other fundamental problem is one in which u(x,t) is 

specified. Due to the singularities of the Green's function,manipulation 
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of (C.4) presents serious difficulties. Instead, the wave number 

domain expression (C.5) will be used. The transform of T*(x,t) is 

given by 

= sin(kL/2) 
(kl/2) 

"' L e ikxJ. n L Tj 
j 

kl The discussion here will assume 2 < 1 to permit an interpretation 

of T* and u*, which is given by a similar formula with time inter

polation the same as in D
0

. For explicit time stepping the time step 

size is restricted to Sbt ~ L/2 and hence kstt < 1. 

By differentiation (C.5) one obtains for the exact solution, 

t * :t O(k, t) = ~(k, t) + J -r(k,q) :t Jo (ks(t- q)) dq 

q=O 
(C.11) 

The source term has been dropped here. The time stepping version of (C.5) 

is n 
µ An = 2 Jn-m Am (C.12) - u 
B 0 T 

m=l 

where 

An O*(k,tn) = O(k,tn) u = 

Am 
~*( k t - bt/2) T = ' m 

and 

n-m /m Jo (ks(tn-q)) dq Jo = 
t m-1 
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Differencing (C.12) gives 

n-1 

I (C.13) 

Subtracting this from (C.11) gives an expression for the error as it 

would be produced in the time stepping procedure; 

and 

t - M/2 

+ kB J n ;(k,q) Jl (ks(tn - t:,t/2 - q)) dq 
q=O 

n-1 

+ 2 
m=l 

t 
J~-m-J~-l-m = -k86t Jm J1(ks(tn-q))dq + t>(k86t) 2 

tm-1 
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This can be reduced to: 

bt3 a3 A} -()--LI 
Jo at3 

0 

For any fixed value of k, as L ➔ 0 with Btt held constant, the error 

inside the integral arising from the approximation of J1 is dominant 

and of order lit. Therefore, by induction over time step n 

for all time steps; as bt ➔ 0, ;*(k,t) ➔ ;(k,t). The general behavior 

of the error for fixed lit and L can also be seen to be proportional 

to the wave number, i.e., errors at wavelength A will be proportional 

It should be noted that, as in any numerical calculation, con

vergence depends on the differentiability of the boundary values and 

source terms. This has important consequences when one is approximating 

a mixed-type boundary value problem because stress discontinuities 

commonly arise at points where the type of boundary condition changes. 

It is possible to demonstrate that many BIE methods will not converge 

for these prob 1 ems. 
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APPENDIX D 

ALGEBRAIC RELATIONS FOR CALCULATING DISCRETE KERNELS 

This appendix contains algebraic relations for calculating 

the discrete kernels DG~- and DK~- defined in (1.13) and (1.14) for 
lJ lJ 

the interpolator 0
0 

which is defined in Chapter 2 (2.24) and Chapter 3 

(3. 5 ). At the end of the appendix is a listing of the Fortran sub

routine used to calculate th~se kernels for examples in the text. 

For times t » Jr. - r.J/B the subroutine calculates the kernels as n -1 -J 

the difference of relatively large numbers and, depending on the 

accuracy of library routines in use, substantial errors may occur for 

' DK~- where In· (r.-r.)I > 0.95 Jr.-r.J. Under these circumstances 
lJ -1 -J -1 -J 

the analytic formulae have no advantages over single point evaluations 

of the required integrals and the latter are by far the more efficient. 

The analytic formulae assume the surface to be flat over the integration 

interval, so that n · (r. - r.) is constant over the interval (see 
-1 -J 

Figure 0.1). This approximation may be avoided by defining the kernels 

to be a sum over the kernels for a more finely subdivided surface. 

The subroutine may thus be used to evaluate kernels for approximately~ 

curved surface elements. This was not found to be an improvement in 

the problems on symmetric and unsymmetric boundaries in Chapter 3. 

The integrals to be evaluated are: 
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source 

receiver j 

A 

B 

receiver 

Figure D.l. Source-receiver geometry and coordinate definition. 
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(D.1) 

(1 - I t -t I/ tit) H ( t - t - I r-r I/ 8) 
o m n o - -o dt d 

[ (t -t )2-(y2+x2);s2Jl/2 o Xo 
n o o 

(D.2) 

The variables y, x1 and x2 are depicted in Figure D. l, with 

y = n . (r -r) 
--{) -

The x -t integration regions are shown in Figure D. 2. These integrals 
0 0 

may be written as differences of functions FG and FK 

where 

FG(x,t) 
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FK(x,t) 

(D.4) 

2 2 k 2 2 1 

for st > (x + y) 2 and y; 0. FK(x,t) = 0 if st .2. (x + y ) 72 

2 2 k or y = 0. After some algebra one finds for st > (x + y) 2 

FG(x,t) 

FK(x,t) 

+ l [sin-1 St v + 92 
TI q( St + v) 

-1 - tan (x/ jyj)] (D.6) 

V = ( 2 2)½ q - X 

The following pages contain a listing of the FORTRAN subroutines 

used to calculate discrete kernels. Subroutine ARBIT is a time series

oriented procedure which calculates the series DG~. and DK~. for 
1 J 1 J 

n = O, ·· · , N. These values are returned in the single precision arrays 

SDG and SOK, respectively, in reversed time order. The information that 
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to= t n -

(y2 + x6) ''o/f3 

Figure 0.2. Source coordinate integration regions for a surface element. 
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must be provided to ARBIT is 

NSTEPS - number of time steps, equal to N + 1 above 

DTSP - single precision value of time step size ~t 

CSP - single precision value of shear wave velocity 

ANORM - single precision array of dimension 5 

ANORM(l), ANORM(2) - components of the position vector of the center 

of the source. In Figure D. la these are the components r_i - .!:.j 

ANORM(3) - length of the surface element. x2 - x1 in Figure D.lb 

ANORM(4), ANORM(5) - components of the normal vector of the surface 

element, in the same coordinate system as ANORM(l), ANORM(2). 

The calculation of the discrete kernels is carried out using double 

precision arithmetic. This is unnecessary if single point estimates are 

used to calculate DK~j for sn~t >> l.!:.i - r.jl. Subroutine ARBIT calls 

function subroutines FGSH and FKSH, with arguments x, y, t, VEL. These 

arguments are the same as x, y, t, 8 appearing in equations (D.5) and 

(D.6). These subroutines return, respectively, nµFG and nFK as defined 

above. These subroutines have the restriction x > 0. If the value of 

the function for x < 0 is desired, the following relations may be 

employed 

FG(x,t) + FG(-x,t) = ~ (st - IYI) H(st - IYI) 

FK(x,t) + FK(-x,t) = sgn(y) ½ (st - IYI) H(8t - IYI) 

n n If it is desired to evaluate DG .. or DK .. for individual values of n, 
lJ lJ 

subroutine FGSH and FKSH may be used for that purpose. 
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SUBROUTINE ARBIT(IOPTl) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*4 SDG,SDK,ANORM,DTSP,CSP 
DIMENSION ANORM(S) ,DG(1024) ,DK(1024) 
DIMENSION SDG(l024),SDK(1024) 
COMMON/TIME/NSTEPS,DTSP,CSP 
COMMON/MATX/ANORM,SDG,SDK 

C IOPTl=O DG ONLY 
C IOPTl=l DK ONLY 
C IOPT1=2 BOTH KERNELS 
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES COEFFICIENTS 
C FOR THE DISCRETE SH INTEGRAL EQUATION 
C IT USES HISTOGRAM INTERPOLATION 
C AND STAGGERED TIME FOR TRACTIONS 
C DISPLACEMENTS ARE LINEARLY 
C VARYING IN TIME 
C DK IS DIMENSIONLESS 
C DG HAS DIMENSIONS OF LENGTH 
C DG SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY THE SHEAR MODULUS 
C THE DISCRETE KERNELS ARE RETURNED IN REVERSED 
C TIME ORDER , I.E. DG FOR TIME INDEX O IS 
C RETURNED IN SDG(NSTEPS) AND DG FOR TIME INDEX 
C (NSTEPS-1) IS RETURNED IN SDG(l). 
C 
C 
C WRITE(6,401) (N,ANORM(N),N=l,5) 

401 FORMAT(lX,*FROM ARBIT *,S(*ANORH(*,Il,*)=*,Ell.4,2X)) 
DO 04 I=l ,NSTEPS 
SDG(I)=O. 
SDK(I )=O. 
DK(I)=O. 

04 DG(I)=O. 
DT=DTSP 
C=CSP 
PI=3.1415926535897 
X=ANOR}1( 1) 
Y=ANOR}1 ( 2) 
A=ANORM(3) 
IF(A.LE,0.) GOTO 303 
XN=ANORM(4) 
YN=ANORM(S) 
XNORM=XN*XN+YN*YN 
IF (DABS (XNORM-1. 0) .LT. 0.1) GOTO 301 

303 WRITE(6,302) (N,ANORM(N),N=l,5) 
STOP 
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301 CONTINUE 
302 FORMAT(///lX,*ARBIT HAS DETECTED A BAD ELEMENT*,5(/lX, 

.*ANORM(*,11,*)= *,Fl3.9,3X)) 
PIDT=PI*DT 
NSTPPl=NSTEPS+l 
NSTPP2=NSTEPS+2 
XJNJ=X*XN+Y*YN 
SIGN=l. 
IF(XJNJ.LT.O.) SIGN=-1. 
YO=DABS(XJNJ) 
XO=X*X+Y*Y-YO*YO 
IF(XO.LT.O.) XO=O. 
XO=DSQRT(XO) 
XSM=XO-A/2. 
XLG=Xo+A/2. 
Xl=XSM 
IF(XSM,LT.O.) Xl=-XSM 
X2=XLG 
IF(IOPTl.EQ,l) GOTO 10 
DO 01 N=l ,NSTPPl 
T=FLOAT ( N-1) *DT 
IF(XSM.GE.O,) DG(N)=(FGSH(Xl,YO,T,C)-FGSH(X2,YO,T,C)) 

./PI 
IF(XSM.LT.O,) DG(N)=(2.*FGSH(O.,YO,T,C) 

.-FGSH(Xl,YO,T,C)-FGSH(X2,YO,T,C))/PI 
01 CONTINUE 

DO 02 N=l ,NSTEPS 
I=NSTEPS+l-N 
NPl=N+l 

02 SDG(I)=SNGL(DG(NPl)-DG(N)) 

10 IF(YO,EQ.O.) RETURN 
IF(IOPTl,EQ,O) RETURN 

DO 11 N=l ,NSTPP2 
T=FLOAT ( N-1) *DT 
IF(XSM.GE.0.) DK(N)=SIGN* 

.(FKSH(Xl,YO,T,C)-FKSH(X2,YO,T,C))/PIDT 
IF(XSM,LT.O,) DK(H)=SIGN* 

.(2,*FKSH(O.,YO,T,C)-FKSH(Xl,YO,T,C)-FKSH(X2,YO,T,C)) 

. /PIDT 
11 cmnINUE 

SAVEMl=O. 
SAVE=O. 
SAVEPl=DG(l) 
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DO 12 N=l ,NSTEPS 
SAVEMl=SAVE 
SAVE=SAVEPl 
SAVEPl=DK(:t\41) 
I=NSTEPS+l-N 
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12 SDK(I )=SNGL( SAVEP 1-2. *SAVE+SAVEMl) 

RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FGSH(X,Y,T,VEL) 
REAL*8 NU 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
FGSH=O. 
CT=VEL*T 
IF(X.EQ.O.) GOTO 01 
CT2=CT*CT 
R2=X*X+Y*Y 
TES=CT2-R2 
IF(TES.LE.O.) RETURN 
NU=DSQRT(TES) 
Q2=CT2-Y*Y 
Q=DSQRT(Q2) 

C DON'T FEED THIS ROUTINE 
C NEGATIVE ARGUMENTS. USE 
C THE SYMMETRY PROPERTIES 
C INSTEAD. 
C 

ECKS=DABS(X) 
WIE=DABS(Y) 
IF(Y.EQ.O.) GOTO 02 

ARG=NU/Q 
SAVE=CT*DASIN(ARG) 

R=DSQRT(R2) 
ARG=(CT+NU)/R 
SAVE=SAVE-ECKS*DLOG(ARG) 

ARG=(CT*NU+Q2)/(Q*(CT+NU)) 
FGSH=SAVE-WIE*(DASIN(ARG)-DATAN2(ECKS,WIE)) 
RETURN 
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01 FGSH=l.5707963*(CT-DABS(Y)) 
IF(FGSH.LT.O.) FGSH=O. 
RETURN 

02 ARG=l\TU/CT 
SAVE=CT*DASIN(ARG) 
ARG=(NU+CT)/ECKS 
FGSH=SAVE-ECKS*DLOG(ARG) 
RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FU NCTION FKSH(X,Y,T,VEL) 
REAL* 8 l\TU 
IMPLICIT REAl..*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
FKSH=O. 
IF(Y.EQ.O.) RETURN 
IF(X.EQ.O.) GOTO 01 
CT=VEL*T 
CT2=CT*CT 
R2=X*X+Y*Y 
TES=CT2-R2 
IF(TES.LE.O.) RETURlJ 
NU=DSQRT(TES) 
Q2=CT2-Y*Y 
Q=DSQRT(Q2) 
ECKS=DABS(X) 
WIE=DABS(Y) 

ARG=ECKS/Q 
SAVE=(l.5707963-DASI N(ARG ))*WIE/VEL 
ARG=(CT*NU+Q2)/(Q*(CT+NU)) 
FKSH=T* (DASIN(ARG )-DATAN2 (ECKS, WIE) )-SAVE 
RETURN 

01 FKSH=l.5707963*(T-DABS(Y)/VEL) 
IF(FKSH.LE.O.) FKSH=O. 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E 

DIFFRACTED SH WAVES DUE TO A LINE SOURCE 

ON A CIRCULAR CAVITY WALL 

In this appendix the problem of finding the displacement due 

to a localized traction on the surface of a circular cavity in an 

infinite medium in antiplane strain mode is considered. The solution 

takes a particularly simple form when the displacement at the boundary 

of the cavity is desired. For purposes of comparison with the BIE 

solution this is all that is required. 

The treatment given here will be closely analogous to those of 

Miklowitz (1978) and Peck and Miklowitz (1969) in which the diffracted 

field due to a plane compressional pulse impinging on a traction free 

circular cylinder was evaluated. The starting point for those solu

tions was the waveform representation due to Friedlander (1954,1958) 

in which the solution for -TI< e < TI is represented by a finite sum 

of values of an aperiodic function defined for -00 < e < 00 • 

In cylindrical coordinates the equation of motion is, for 

r > a, t > 0, -TI< e < TI 

(E.1) 

The displacement u must satisfy the initial conditions 
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u(r,e,t) = 0 

t = 0 r > a -'7T < e < '1T ( E. 2) 

u(r,e,t) = 0 

and the boundary conditions 

Lim u(r,e,t) = 0 

a ar u(r,e,t) = f(e,t) t > 0 -11' < e < '1T (E. 3) 

r=a 

It is also required that the displacement and traction be single valued 

as a function of e, i.e., 

u(r, et) = u(r,-e,t) 

r > a t > 0 
a as u 

Friedlander (1954) represented the solution u as a series 

a, 

u(r,e,t) = L u*(r,e+2mTI,t) 
m=-oo 

where u* satisfies equation (E.1) and the initial conditions (E.2) 

for - 00 < e < 00 and boundary conditions 

(E.4) 

(E. 5) 
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Lim u*(r,e,t) = 0 -CX> < e < (X) t > 0 

Lim u*(r,e,t) = 0 r > a t > 0 

lei~ 

and 

!r u*(r,e,t) = f*(e,t) -CX> < e < 00 , t > o (E. 6) 

r=a 

where 
f(e,t) I e I $ TI 

f* ( e, t) = 

o lei >TI 

Since u* represents a wave propagating outward from the region 

lei$ TI, r = a and the equation of motion is hyperbolic, u* will be 

causal. Therefore, there will be only a finite number of nonzero 

terms in the sum of equation (E.5) for any finite time. 

For simplicity in subsequent calculations, a specialized 

Green's function, G*(r,e,t) corresponding to a driving traction,= 

µ o(e) o(t), will be evaulated first. The particular solution for a 

traction f* can then be evaluated by convolution, i.e., 

*( t) J j f*(e - e' . t- t') G*(r.e' .t') de' dt' u r,e, = . , . 

t I e I 

The transforms of G*(r,e,t) are denoted by a tilde (~) and are defined 

as 
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a:, 

G(r,e,s) = J e-st G*(r,e,t) dt 
t=O 

G(r,v,s) = Jw •-iva G(r,a,s) da 

e=-a:, 

The transform of equation (E.1) is then 

2 2 
(¼ + v2 ) G(r,v,s) = 
B r 

1 a a - -;- (r-;-- G(r,v,s)) r or or 

The desired solution of (E.7) is 

G(r,v,s) = A(v,s) K (rs/8) 
\) 

(E. 7) 

where K (z) is the modified Bessel function of order v and argument z. 
\) 

The boundary condition at r = a is 

a -ar G(r,v,s) 

and so 

G(r,v,s) = 

where 

= -1 

r=a 

8 K)rs/8) 

s K (as/s) 
\) 

(E.8) 

(E. 9) 
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Following Miklowitz (1978), thee transform is inverted first, 

-
G(r,e,s) f K (sr/s) eive _v __ _ dv 

v=-oo K (sa/s) 
\) 

It is known that K (z) is an entire function of v for fixed argument 
\) 

z t 0. If the case e > 0 is considered and the contour in (E.10) is 

closed in the Im(v) > 0 half plane, the residue theorem may be applied 

to evaluate the integral. The solution is symmetric in e so this leads 

to no loss of generality. The poles of the integrand are located at 

v = vn(sa/c), n = 1, 2, The functions vn are implicitly defined 

by the relation 

K 
\) 

(z) = 0 

v=v ( z) 
n 

(E.11) 

In order to evaluate the residues it is necessary to ascertain the 

order of the zeroes of K (z) as a function of v. This may be done by 
\) 

3 • 
investigating the behavior of av Kv(z) at v = vn(z). 

A formula analogous to that of Watson (1958, 5.11.14, p. 135) is 

z 
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Where I denotes the complex conjugate of sand the integration path 

does not include the points= 0. Since K (x) ~ e-x as x 4 00 , the 
\) 

quantity in brackets vanishes as~ 4 00 + i· 0 for fixed v. Therefore 

-2
2 

{ K (z) ¾- K (z) - K (z) ¾- K (z)} 
\) \) aV \) \) a\) V =r z 

K ( s) 2 
V 

s (E.13) 

By examining the value of the integral along contour segments upon 

which either Im(ds) = 0 or Re(ds) = 0 it is readily shown that for 

any finite z the integral is nonzero. Since K
0

(z) and K1(z) have 

no zeros in the region iarg zl s n/2 (Watson, 1958, p. 511) we have 

the result that 

K (z) ~ K (z) - K (z) ¾-- K (z) 1 0 , iarg zl s n/2 z 1 0 
V av v V aV V 

(E.14) 

Thus, if K (z) = 0 it follows that K (z) ~ K (z) 1 0 , lzl > 0. Since 
v v av ~ 

K (z) has no poles for Re(z) ~ 0, lzl > 0 it follows that the zeros of 
\) 

K (z) for fixed z in that region, as a function of v, are simple. 
\) 

a • 
In evaluating the residue the denominator a K (z) 

v v v=vn(z) 

arises. This will be replaced later by more conventional functions 

by noting that 

d • 
dz (K)z) 



hence 

_aa K (z) 
V V 

Thus, if s ; 0 

G(r,e,s) 

gn(r,e,s) 

V"'V ( Z) n 

= 2ni I 
n 

8 = - 21rs 
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dv -1 v 2 2 
( n) ( n + z ) K (z) 
dz 

2
2 V 

n 
(E.15) 

gn(r,e,s) (E.16) 

eiev K (sr/S) 
V (E.17) 

_aa K (sa/s) 
V V v=vn(sa/s) 

The inversion of the Laplace transform in time is given by the 

Bromwich integral 

G*(r,e,t) = 1 
21ri f 

).+ico st -
. e G(r,e,s) ds 

).-100 

( E. 18) 

The value of). is to be such that positions Sj of the poles of 

G(r,e,s) all have Re(Sj) <). • From the previous result on the zeros 
a • 

of av Kv(z), it is apparent that). may be taken to be zero if the 

s-contour is deformed around the origin into the region Re(s) > 0 

(see Figure E.1). 
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Im(s) 

Re (s) 

Figure E.l. Inverse Laplace transform integration contour for equation 
(E.19). 
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The integral of (E.18) will be carried out numerically for 

the individual terms gn of the series in (E.16). Thus, for n = 1, 2, ••• 

we wish to evaluate 

g;(r,e,t) = [ est §n(r,e,s) ds 
C 

Upon substituting equation (E.15) into equation (E.16) we find 

a iv e zvn 
= - e n 

2n z2 + V 2 
n 

K (zr/a) 
vn 

(E.19) 

(E.20) 

where z = sa/S 

(E.11). 

and vn(z) varies with z as defined in equation 

The modified Bessel function obeys the symmetry relations 

K (z) = K (z) 
-v V 

(E.21) 

and 

K (z) = K_ (z) 
V V 

Therefore we may define 

and 



Thus, 

K (z) 
\) 

= K (z) 
\) 
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v=v (z) 
n 

l est 9-n(r,e,~s - { l est 9- (res)) - 2Tii ::, 1 - - 2ni n , ' 

Since the contour C may be taken to be symmetric about Im(s) = 0, the 

desired transform is given by 

K (zr/a) 
vn 
K (z) 

vn 
( E. 22) 

The contour c2 is the half of the contour C with Im(s) ~ 0 (see Figure 

E.1) and,= st/a. 

The modified Bessel function is related to the Hankel function 

of the first kind by the equation 

K (z) 
\) 

-n < arg z ~ TI/2 

If µn(z) is defined by 

( ) ( in/2) we have vn z = µn ze n = 1, 2, 
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The roots µn(z) have been investigated by Keller, Rubinow and Goldstein 

(1963) for real positive values of z. For lzl << 1 they give 

where v = rn(r/2) ( E. 23) 

w = i(1r/2-<j>) - y , 

y is Euler's constant, which is approximately equal to 0.577216 

and ~(n) is the Riemann zeta function with ~(3) "' 1.202057. 

By use of equation (E.23) and the asymptotic expansion as z-+ 0 

for fixed v 

Re(v) > 0 

it can be shown that the contribution to the integral of equation (E.22) 

l • h 11 f C b th • • f -i 1r/2 resu ting from t e sma arc o 2 a out e or1g1n rom z = pe 

to z =pis 

Thus c2 may be taken to lie on the imaginary axis from 

Im(z) = -0 to Im(z) = -CX> 
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Upon setting z = -iw , equation (E.22) becomes 

where 

= 0 

µ=µ 
n 

dw 

(E.24) 

( E. 25) 

For large dimensionless frequency w the root µn is given by Keller 

(1963) as 

(q~)2 
+ 61;3 e2iTT/3 --+ 1 w-1/3 + o(w-1) w >> n 

180 10 q I ' n 

( E. 26) 

where q' is the nth positive real root of the derivative of the Airy 
n 

function 

00 

Ai(q) = 1 cos(x3 -qx)dx 
0 

For n > 5 q' is given approximately by 
n 
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and q1 ··· q5 are, respectively, approximately 1.469354, 4.624712, 

6.951786, 8.889027, 10.632519. The behavior of the integrand in 

(E.24) for large w is then dominated by the factor 

exp(-6-1/3 31/2 q' wl/3 e/2) 
n 

which causes convergence of the integral fore> 0. 

In order to carry out the integration of (E.24) numerically 

it is necessary to first evaluate the roots of (E.25) numerically. 

This was done using the asymptotic results of Keller (1963) for 

w ~ 0.01 and w ~ 20. and n = 1, ···, 10. For intermediate values of 

w the roots were found from numerical evaluations of H(l)(x) computed 
µ 

using program C303 of the CERN subroutine library. This algorithm is 

based on the recursion technique discussed by Goldstein and Thaler 

(1959). The values of H(l)(x) were found using the standard fonnula 
µ 

= .!. (H(l) 
2 µ-1 

The roots were located successively for decreasing, appropriately 

spaced, values of x1, x2, •••. The value of x1 was chosen to be great 

enough that the asymptotic result (E.26) was applicable for x > x1. 

Two initial estimates of µn(xm) were made by extrapolating from 

µn(xm_ 1), µn(xm_ 2) and µn(xm_ 3) using linear and quadratic fits to the 
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dependence of µnon x. The values of H~l)(xm) for these two values 

ofµ were calculated. Since the roots as a function ofµ are simple, 

The left hand side is known for two different values ofµ, so a new 

estimate for µn{xm) may be obtained from the previous two. This 

procedure was applied iteratively with new estimates of µn{xm) replacing 

old estimates, until H~l)(xm) was sufficiently small and two consecutive 

estimates ofµ were sufficiently close together. Convergence was 

limited by accuracy of the algorithm used to calculate H(l)(x) and 
µ 

occurred within four iterations. The estimated error inµ is about 

jµj x 10-4. The composite of numerical and large-x asymptotic evaluations 

of µn(x) is shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

At r/a = 1 equation (E.24) simplifies to 

(E.27) 

The numerical integration of (E.27) was carried out by two different 
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methods. In the first method µn(w) was approximated over intervals 

wm < w < wm+l of varying size by linear interpolation. The factor 

(wµn)/(µ/- w2) is slowly varying and was also approximated by a 

piecewise linear function. The resulting approximate analytic integral 

over (wm,wm+1) was evaluated explicitly and the results were surrmed 

for special values of e and times t. This procedure pennitted great 

flexibility in the selection of time points for comparison with the 

high frequency saddle point approximations of Friedlander (1954, 

equation 4. 7). The results for the wave form g1 (a ,e, t) are compared 

with Friedlander's in Figures E.4. A factor of 2TT has been included 

for consistency with Friedlander's expressions. As can be seen, the 

results are quite similar when the first motion is dominated by high 

frequencies; i.e., for the smaller values of e. At larger values of 

e the results differ by progressively greater amounts as the higher 

frequencies are suppressed by the factor eiµn(w)e_ Under these circum

stances the dominant contributions to the wave form come from the low 

frequency portion of the integral, which are not included in the 

analytic approximation of Friedlander. The different traces have been 

shifted slightly for legibility. 

The second method used to evaluate (E.27) employed the FFT 

algorithm. The roots µn(w) were interpolated to uniform intervals of 
• 2 2 • wand the values of(µ w)/(µ - w) were tabulated at these points. m n 

The waveforms for a given value of e were calculated and stored for 

succeeding mode numbers until they become insignificant. The higher 
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THIS STUD'!' 

------- FRIEDLANDER (1954 J 
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Figure E4(a). The mode 1 impulse response ate= n/32 as evaluated by 
Friedlander's high frequency saddle point approximation and the 
numerical w integration procedure used here. The numerical result has 
a substantial error at t = t 0 , the diffracted wave arrival time, due to 
termination of the integration at a finite frequency. The dashed line 
has been shifted slightly to improve legibility. 
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------- FA I EDLANDER ( 1954 l 
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Figure E.4(b). Mode 1 impulse response ate= n/16. The solid line is 
in error due to truncation of the numerical w - integration. 
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Figure E.4(c). Model impulse response ate= n/4, n/2 and 3n/4. The 
high frequency saddle point approximation is in error for long times. 
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Figure E.4(d). Detail of Figure E.4(c). The two methods are in close 
agreement for times near the diffracted wave arrival time, when the 
high frequency contributions are dominant. 
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Figure E.4(e). Mode 1 impulse response ate= v, 3v/2 and 2v. There 
are large errors in the high frequency saddle point approximation. 
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THIS STUD'!' 
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Figure E.4(f). Detail of Figure E.4(e). For times very close to the 
diffracted wave arrival time the two methods are in rough agreement. 
The time interval over which Friedlander's approximation is accurate is 
very short. 
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• 1/3 order modes fa 11 off more rapidly with e because Im(µn (w)) '\, (n - ½)w . 

Some of these results are shown in Figures E.5. 

The delta function responses were not evaluated fore< rr/32 

because for small values of e the integrand diminishes as w-l/ 3 and 

the integral (E.27) converges slowly. The poor convergence for small 

e is indicated by the acausality of the time series of Figures E.4a 

and E.4b. Fore~ rr/16 high frequency results of Friedlander are 

probably the more accurate until well after passage of the first 

impulse . 

For comparison to the BIE results of Chapter 3 the delta 

function results were convolved, in e and t, with appropriate traction 

distributions by use of the FFT algorithm. 
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Figure E.S(c). Impulse response for modes 1 to 4 ate= ~/8. 
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Figure E.S(d). Impulse response for modes 1 to 4 ate= TI/4. Modes 3 
and 4 are insignificant. 
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Figure E.5(e). Impulse response for modes 1 to 4 ate= n/2 . Modes 2, 
3 and 4 are insignificant. 






